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THE FLOATING REPUBLIC

THE Sovereign Democratic Republic of India steps into its twentieth year
on January 26. Preparations are afoot for the annual ritual in the

States and especially at the Centre, which has to stage the biggest show of
them all. During the three days of celebration and its hangover much will
be heard of this Republic of arrested growth which seems to have comfort-
ably settled down to a state of permanent infancy and is unable to earn its
keep. For its daily bread it has to depend on "friendly" countries and for
its safety it needs a set of protectors, though glib talk of a green revolution
and the growing might of the country continues. The Government has
shown rare inventiveness in naming scapegoats for its own lapses, and some
of them will perhaps be cited again in the next few days lest we forget.
There are extern.,gl enemies forever on the prowl and indifferent
to our good-neighbourly overtures, and there are internal enemies intent on
subverting the Republic that the people were said to have given unto them-
selves nineteen years ago.

This assiduous build-up of an enemy-complex is not without a purpose.
It is designed to cover up the deliberate thwarting of the Consti-
tution by the Congress party during its twenty-two-year rule of the coun-
try. Though it never tires of swearing by the Constitution and will stop at
nothing to protect the supposed sacrosanctity of the document, the Congress
has violated the Constitution more than any of the parties that
regret its inadequacy. Many of the beneficial provisions of the Constitution
remain in abeyance becaus~ they do not suit the Congress while the basic
guarantees of the Constitution relating to freedom, equality, and justice are
denied arbitrarily to those whom the party chooses to disfavour. Even
as Republic Day is being celebrated, normal cons.titutional provisions
remain suspended in four States where the bureaucracy rules and manoeuvres
to bring the Congress back to power. All proprieties have been stowed away
to help the Congress in fulfilling its yet-unaccomplished task of toppling the
non-Congress Ministries. In some parts of the country a Constitution-holiday
seems to have been declared permanently in the name of security, and in
other areas neither the preamble nor the chapter on fundamental rights of
the Constitution is being allowed to come in the way of interminable deten-
tion without trial of politically inconvenient persons. Yet the Government
finds itself ill-equipped to deal with the "enemies" of the Republic, and there
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From A Correspondent
The now famous Security Force

of North Bengal University are again
on the rampage. Holidays and
floods temporarily deprived the,m
of the opportunity to . break young"" I
necks. The University's annual con-

1968. From there, it is only a brief mediating Swedes is able to work out
step forward to assert that the country a modus vivendi which satisfies the,
is over the hump; very soon, the belligerents and the quasi-belligerents
foreign exchange crisis that has been in the Near East, we will be back to
with us since 1956 will be a thing of Our usual cycle of crises. Rather than
the past. A large-than-life moral is composing lyrics in praise of Mr
left to be drawn from all this, namely, . Dinesh Singh, we should therefore
Mr Dinesh Singh is a wizard in mat- start worrying about the stagnation of .'
ters concerning trade; he not only our trade with East Europe during
harppened to preside over the gigantic . the last few years. Many of (he East
United Nations Conference on Trade European countries still consider our
and Development; under his' auspices, 1966 devaluation an act of perfidy.
the country's' commerce has at~ained They have also been complaining that,
a magnificent leap forward. . following devaluation, and the subse- J

How much of this ballyhoo is public quent price increases in the country,
relations and )low much Iconstitutes Our exportl prices have become aItoge-
solid facts? The reasons for the nar-- ther unrealistic for any worthwhile '
rowing of the balance of payments trade transactions. As a result, while
gap are fairly generally known. Im- we have been buying from the Soviet
ports fell off dur:.ing 1968· mainly be- Union and other East European coun-
cause the Americans were reluctant to tries, th'e latter in their turn have lag-
rpart with PL480 wheat; we have been ged way behind in their purchases from
forced to import about three million us. The most significant shift in the
tonnes less of wheat than we would longterm trend of our external trade
have liked to. This itself would ex- had been the movement of e~ports
plain nearly Rs. 175 crores of .savings away from West Europe to East
'in imports. Exports to the United Europe between the middle 1950s and
States and West Europe have remain- the middle 1960s. If the East Euro-
ed more or less where they were, and pean market now collapses, we will be
exports to East Europe have in fact in deep trouble. There is at least one
declined. It is only in relation to ex- rumour that the Yugoslavs had had
!ports to South-East Asia, Middle East enough of us and are pressing for the -
and Africa that we have been able to abrogation of the long-term trade
register an increase worth around arrangements we signed with them to-
Rs. 100 crores. The precarious nature wards the close of 1966. They have
of this expansion of trade with Asian, apparently also suggested that, since
African and Middle Eastern countries they find it uneconomical to buy from
has to be seen in its proper perspec- us, they should be repaid their trade
tive. Our exports to these countries dues, amounting to nearly Rs. 100
have bulged all of a sudden only on crores in convertable foreign currency.. ,
account of the closmg of the Suez It would be useful to have some en-
Canal. India's rece,nt export prospe- lightenment on these rumours, whe-
rity is thus the end-product of a ther well-founded or otherwise, from
discretionary gesture 00- the part of the Ministry of Commerce rather than
Our neighbours, who, rather than pay the routine airings concerning the
.high transp9rt costs for imports from . daring exploits of the Prince of Kala-
the United States, West Europe and kankai. "
the Soviet U:nion, have decided to f
buy certain types of equipment from _ Trouble Again
us. This transfer of affection is, by
its very nature, of an ephemeral kind,.
and can evaporate the day the Arab
nations and Israel agree to settle down
to some sort of uneasy' co-existence.

The fortuitous factor behind the
. export boom is not mentioned in any
of the Ministry of Commerce hand-
outs; in case one or other of the

Export Prosperity

is talk of fresh measures to legalise
mOre arbitrary actions.

The Government's preoccupation
with the country's security, internal
and external, has come handy as a
pretext for the Republic to drift. The
grand debate on the fourth plan is
adjourned, and it seems that the advo-
cates of another year of non-plan are
about to prevail. Regional disparities
are growing under the generous pat-
ronage of the Centre which withholds
assistance from non-Congress States
and encourages flight of capital from
there. The ugly he~d of communalism
is popping up now and again, despite
summer conferences of political par-
ties in the cool heights of the hills on
national integration. Casteism refuses
to remain dormant any longer and is
erupting into shocking' savagery in
different parts of the country. The
Sovereign Republic has forfeited. its
freedom of action and manoeuvrability,
and democracy has been reduced to
ruthless suppression of the voice of
dissent. The Congress has equated
itself with the Republic and is trans-
mitting its maladies to the State. The
Prime Minister hesitates to fill Cabinet
posts lest it should upset the precari-
ous balance of forces in the party
which keeps her in her present posi-
tion. Aspiring colleagues keep her on
tenterhooks, and regional satraps cla-
mour for propitiation. As every policy
decision has become a gambit in the
power-game, the Republic is left to
float on indecision and inaction. Re-
!public Day .has turned into an occa-
sion for exclusive celebration by the
power-elite and not for a joyous re-
membrance by the people of a bright I

beginning, because the Republic has
belied its promise.

In recent weeks, the Union Ministry
of Commerce has been going to town
with an inspired series of le;tks in the
newspapers about how India's balance
of payments rproblem has been licked,
and, as the Americans would say,
hopefully for ever. Attention is being
drawn to the substantial closing of gap
between receipts and outgoings during
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rity .Force was out of the question.
While the lives of certain teachers
were allegedly threatened by students
the police would take time to come to
their aid from a distance of 5 miles.
The fact that not a single teacher or
official was ever touched by the stu-
dents or, for that matter, no university
property was ever damaged by them
was irrelevant to the Vice-Chancellor.
Meanwhjle, two students, victims of
the Security Force, have been arrested
by the police.

It would be interesting to note in
passing that the Vice-Chancellor~ ac-
cording to press reports, has recently
been criticised in the annual audit
report for financial anomalies in the
administration of the University like
the unauthorised advance of Rs. 2
lakhs to a building construction firm
of which he is the Chairman, for a
contract worth Rs. I!lakhs. The con-
tract was also given without proper
notification {or tenders.

SO THA T'S WHE:Re:
YOU'VE BEEN
HIDING YOUR MONEyr

Open a SaVings Bank Account for your
child, with the State Bank of India, and
give him a safe and secure start in life.
Cheque-operated Minors' Savings Bank
Accounts can be opened:
(a) by a natural or Court appointed
guardian who operates the account
for the minor till he attains majority
at which time the minor begins oper-
ating the account himself.
(b) by children 14 years old or above
who can make deposits and with.
drawals themselves.

3

Those who had seen the hooliganism
of the Security Force told the Vice-
Chancellor about it. But he simply
washed his hands of the affair for no
simpler a reason than that the beating
had taken place well outside the cam-
pus. Moreover, he said it was the
students who had attacked the Secu-
rity Force no matter whatever wea-
pons the latter always carry with
them. Yet the teachers insisted that a
committee composed of teachers, stu-
dent representatives and officials
should be formed to ensure contacts
between the students and the adminis-
tration. But the Vice-Chancellor
would have none of it. The Security
men, he said, were illiterate, hothead-
ed people and nothing could be done
to pacify them unless their heads cool-
ed off. (Whether a cool-headed man
would retain his job is of cOurse ano-
ther matter). He also reaffirmed his
philosophy that violence must be met
with violence. Removal of the Secu-
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vocation provided them with an occa-
sion to demonstrate their vitality.

..•Hardly had the dignitaries assembled
for the convocation left the campus
when the Security Force attacked -the
students. Hadn't they dared to pro-
test when the Security goondas tried
to prevent them from puttiqg p pos-
ers on the day before the cohvocation?
The three 'guilty' students were drag-
ged out of a tea stall outside the cam-
pus and kicked and beaten. One of
them had to be hospitalized. A group

, of students wanting to see the Vice-
Chancellor to complain about the inci-
dent were given a hot chase by Secu-

~ rity men, armed with daggers and
rods. Since then they have been
prowling about the campus. Jeep-
loads of police joined them.

The teachers, fearing that the
trouble might lead to another deadlock
in the institution, met the Vice-Chan-
cellor and offered their co-operation
in finding a way out of the trouble.

. JANUARY 25, 1~6~
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FROM A POLITICAL
CORRESPONDENT

View From Delhi
-- In the two-year whirl of dissipation cally this means any splinter group of

since 1967, the Left parties have ex-Congressmen.
Mid·Term Pandemonium emerged emasculated. Electoral alIi- Politics from Punjab to Bihar and

ance has become a philosophy of life Madhya Pradesh wilI continue to be
and all political activity has become in a state of flux and nothing can
pOwer oriented~ Interpreting the Con- change the situation for a long time
stitution and the Governor's powers to come. But in West Bengal the in-
became the principal pre-occupation. stability was the product of Congress
In a State like West Bengal, it is fair- machinations. When the Centre
ly certain that, as in Kerala, the people could tolerate a communist-led Mi-
would tend to identify President's Rule nistry in Kerala it would not let a
through a bureauGrat-Governor with United Front continue in West Bengal
the Congress rule at the Centre and because of pressure from foreign and
judge it as such. But there was no Indian vested interests.
real mass movement led by the Left- So now what is the guarantee, other
ists worth the name once the United than a mass movement, of the survival
Front went out of office. If extra- of a Leftist government in West Ben-
parliamentary methods could be used gal for long? Mrs Gandhi, who per-
to force a mid-term election, it does fected toppling into a fine engineer-
not mean such methods are of no use- ing skill in Kerala a decade ago, is
until the mid-term elections are held. ,now credited with the view that the
The United Front may yet win power situation in Kerala today is different
in West Bengal, according to assess- from 'what it was in 1958 and there-
ments here, but the alignment of for- fore there is no question of an inter-
ces would not have changed appreci- vention now. The Centre is not sure
ably. Electoral gains can hardly re- that it can remove the political strength
flect such changes. of the United Front by removing it

The paralysis of the Left s-tems from power. So th~ Centre would
from its participation in the non- rather let the contradictions in the
ideological coalitions, which were ra- United Front work themselves out.
tionalised very dialectically to mean It is not what the Centre really thinks
something of a ' prelude to a revolu- of law and order in the State. It is

-tion. Political opportunism reached not a constitutional issue but a politi-
its logical climax when the possibility cal decision, timing it tQ the .best aa-
of a non-Congress goyernment at the vantage of the Congress. Law and
Centre was suggested by Mr Dange. order situations can be manufactured

It was indeed amusing when the at will. The one compulsive factor
parties of the Left were talking on the Centre is aware of in Kerala is
the same wavelength as the Swatantra that, as in Madras, the Congress is
Party which now wants a non-com- not in a position to ca.pture power
munist coalition (including of course after a Central intervention or after
the Congress) in the States as a re- a mid-term poll.
medy for the defection evil. If every- In West Bengal, the Centre thought
body is in government, thete cannot the Congress and its allies could make
be defections. Prof N. G. Ranga is it at the mid-term elections. It was
right, from his own point of view; a desperate gllt.!lble. But the concern
Defections are more likely where the fOr electoral fortunes have cramped
threat to the ruling party or combi- the manoeuvrability of the Leftist
nation is the greatest. If the ruling parties. When they were all keyed up
combination is sufficiently large it for the mid-term poll, it was put off
would automatically place a moratori- because of the floods. Whether the
um on defections because nobody midterm elections would make any
gains much by defections. difference to the pattern of politics in

The Congress strategy now appears the State is an imponderable in the
to be aimed at entering into a coali- situation. The outcome in the 60-odd
tion with a fairly large-sizeCl group straight contests wc.uld provide a clue
which is not ideologicolly committed to this.
and is closer to the Congress. Logi-

IT is just Qver a year since the
Congress declared war on non-

Congress ministries from the Fateh
Maidan in Hyderabad and went on a
toppling spree with the enthusiasm of
a demolition squad. Then came the
weird phase of propping minority
min~stries, all out of e~pediency, while
the party leadership stilI talked of
principles. Politics in the country had
already begun operating at the lowest-
level equilibrium when mid-term elec-
tions were thought of as the way out
of the pandemonium.

But on the eve of the mini-general
elections, the !pandemonium continues
and it is by no means certain that it
would end with the new State assemb-
lies coming into being. Anti-Cong-
ressism, which was the dominant moti-
vation behind the non-ideological coa-
lition ministries, lost its edge. The
non-Congress parties are slugging it
out first, but the slow erosion of the
Congress base is certain to make its
return to power in any of the four
States impossible. It would at best
emerge as the largest single party in all
the four States with a stable majority
in none.

What appears to be in the offing is
another phase of opportunist coali-
tions. Though the Congress has offi-
cially set its face against coalitions
(after the short-lived experiment in
West Bengal) the State bosses have
been more or less told that they could
try coalitions with nondescript groups
of breakaway Congressmen. You
find this species everywhere and the
,pretence of ideological !jJurity could
be kept up. It all depends. It could
be an alliance with the BKD in Uttar
Pradesh and, depending on the party
strength, with the Loktrantrik Dal in
Bihar and Prof Humayun Kabir's
motley crowd in West Bengal. It is
all a function ·of political arithmetic of
the market place, who controls how
many MLAs and! at what price.

JANUARY 25, 1969
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the perils better and this daunts them.ln only time will show. Whether
Happily it seems the days when pil- they want it ar nat, the pilgrims have
grims were carried away by man-eat- to. be pratected as human beings~ But
ing tigers are aver. I have no. real .what is mare impo.rtant is that this
persanal experience af the accasian sho.uld nat be at the cast o.f athers. If
and wish to. have no.ne. Iranically expensive schemes such as reclama-
tho.ugh I acquired the virtue attaching tio.n o.f lang stretches o.f marshlands
to. a visit to. Ganga Sagar lang time 'are to. be taken up, plans sho.uld also.
back far I acco.mpanied my parents in be made far making the pilgrims pay
my first year o.f life. It was fro.m far the cast of lo.aking after them dur-
them I heard that the lucky o.nes were ing their stay here and far cleaning UiP
thase who. sheltered in the hutments in the mess left by them. The least that
the centre while tho.se an the o.ut- a secular State shauld do. in such
skirts prayed to. their favaurite 'gads, cases is to. impase a pilgrim tax and
lighted bo.nfires and haped the praw- see that it is co.llected and nat a single
ling tigers wauld ignare them and persan gaes withaut vaccinatio.n against
pick their neighbaurs instead. small pax and cho.lera.

Death by tiger may be aver but the :t- :t-
ather ills remain. If anything, they The Emplayees State Insurance
have increased. Mare and mare pea- Scheme is no.thing much to. write ho.me
pIe came aver far a visit due to. the abaut; but still it o.ffers same so.rt o.f
greater ease af cammunicatians up to. medical treatment to. tho.se cavered by
Calcutta. Nat the least af the prab- it. The entire wo.rking af the scheme,
lems is the health hazard the yearly hawever, has been vitiated by seriaus
influx sets to. the permanent residents malpractices difficult to. pin dawn an
o.f.Calcutta and West Bengal and the anyane but kno.wn to. exist widely.
strain it impase's an the palice and Drugs are frequently nat available far
administratio.n o.f the State. Secula- tho.se needing them and at the saine
rism is all right and the devo.ut are time vast quantities purchased under
fully entitled to. their ho.ly dip. But the scheme pass fram dealer to.
certainly nat at the cast o.f maney and dealer in the narmal trade. Wily tr:a-
health o.f o.thers. ders were nat slaw in finding laapho.les

Drugged by their religio.us fanati- in the system and making a quick
cism, the bulk o.f the pilgrims are paisa with the willing ca-aperatio.n af
themselves the greatest o.bstacles to. many patients and may be a few un-
measures to. pratect them against scrupulaus dactars even.
avercro.wding and the risk af smallpax To. plug these laQphales certain de-
and chalera. They want to. get to. cisians were taken during the UF re-
Sagar, samehaw~ anyhaw and if death gime as a result af which many ESI
by drawning o.r disease carnes they shaps were apened making direct pur-
accept it as their fate. Attempts by chases. Lo.gically the whale system
the po.lice to. regulate embarkatian shauld came co.mpletely under the
fram Calcutta shaw this. State and apparently the decisio.n t<>

Maybe the Go.verno.r, Shri Dharma Qpen service dispensaries as against
Vira, is genuinely mo.ved by the the present panel system far running:
misery o.f thase go.ing t6 the Ganga the scheme is in pursuance af this
Sagar. Or maybe under mo.unting palicy and a step in the right directian.
pressure fram bath the left and the The Indian Medical Assaciatian's ex-
right, the Co.ngress has no. cho.ice pressio.n o.f regret at this deci ian daes
but to. lean to. the right and try and appear to. be misplaced.
shaw that secularism do.es nat mean
the party is indifferent to. Hindu
dharma and can pratect it as well if
nat better than the Jana Sangh. Any-
way, permanent arrangements far
Ganga Sagar are naw being talked af.
Whether all this talk, like that af' re-
maval af khatals, will be saan fo.r-

Calcutta Diary
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IN the land af Dharma, that is
Bharat that is India, religian still

!pays. Witness the rich harvest reap-
ed by the Kapila Muni Ashram an
Sagar Island and an which the West
Bengal State Gavernment is reparted
to. have rightly set a cavetaus eye.
Which perhaps also. explains haw the
Gavernar, Shri Dharma Vira, cauld
find the time to. be an the spat and: be
the 'first Gavernar af the State'ta do.
so., while at the time af the Narth Ben-
gal disaster he taak days to. came
dawn fram Darjeeling.

About thirty lives have been last
in the dis~ster that struck same
pilgrims. Maybe mare actually died.
In such things no. o.ne can say far
certain. Many may have !perished
witho.ut leaving anyo.ne\ to. enquire
abo.ut them o.r repo.rt their lass.
Death during pilgrimage, o.f co.urse,·
is no. new thing far the Hindus. In
fact thro.ugh the ages it had even been
rationalised and acquired a so.rt af
sanctity. ,Such instances as o.f the
Ganga Sagar mela this year o.nly shaw
there has been no. basic change in the
lives o.f the cammo.n peaple all aver
India. The biggest disaster in living
memary at any place o.f pilgrimage
accurred after independence at the
Kumbha Mela at Allahabad nat so.
many years ago..

Official estimates apart it does nat
seem that there has been a lesser in-
flux o.f Ganga Sagar pilgrims this year.
The mela has been the life's aim o.f
many devo.ut Hindus all aver India
but the perils attaching to. it were also.
clearly understo.ad, whence, acco.rd-
ing to. a Narth Indian saying, all
places o.f pilgrimage cauld be visited
time and again but Ganga Sagar ance
only. Here in Calcutta and West
.Bengal nearness seems to. have bred a
sart o.f apathy but still the nlimber 'o.f
peaple go.ing is' nat incansiderable.
Ho.wever, being 10.cal peaple their
caming and gaing do.es nat attract
attentian so. much as that o.f the o.ut-
si!iers. Or it may be that due to. their
claseness to. the mela site, they realise
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war, actual performance was not at
all disappointing for the planners.

We believe, however, that the tar-
gets have always been too low. The
slow progress in savings rate is by no
means inevitable. Some time back
C. Bettelheim1 put forward a rather
moderate hypothesis of potential sav-
ings. Instead of squeezing the masses
living perennially below the poverty
line, he merely envisaged mobilizing
one-half of all property incomes in
the country. Combining this with
S. J. Patel's estimates2 of property
incomes in various s.ectors of the na-
tional economy we have found that
the potential private savings rate could
COme to about 14% of the net
domestic product (NDP) in 1960-61
and would remain pretty much the
same for 1965-66. This, however,
does not include the potential sav-
ings from the public sector, includ-
ing administration. Even with pre-
sent Government policies, the total
of department savings of the govern-
men and operating' surplus and
depreciation allowances of the depart-
mental enterprises,3 varied between
3.4% and 4.3% of the NDP between
1960-61 and 1964-65. (The year
1965-66 is ignored, because of the
heavy rise in military spending and
the steep fall in agricultural incomes).
To be on the safe side a rate of 4%
can be taken so that the total savings
potential of the economy comes to
18%.

So far We have equated the actual
with the potential for the public sec-
tor. Could it 'not be bettered? Now
the public savings rate as measured

RealityAnd

Indian associates have been Ull'will-
ing to go into third markets where

they might compete with their 1. Studies in the Theory of Planning,
parent companies. (2) Profit margins" Bombay, 1959, p. 308 if.
in India are often reckoned to be 2. "The Distribution of National Income
much higher than elsewhere so that in India," 1950-51. The Indian Eco-
exports do not appear lucrative nomic Review, Feb. 1956. Total pro-
enough. If the Government itself perty incomes would be double the
purchased goods at a "f'lir" price, respective percentages for the sec-
say at DGSD rates, and tried to sell tors.
them through the STC or some other 3. Item 5 in Table 6 and items 4 and 5
agency, much better results could in Table 7 of Estimates of National
be acheived. But then it would in- Product (Revised Series), 1967,
fringe the sacred prQPerty rights of published by the Central Statistical
foreign and Indian firms. Office. Unless otherwise mentioned

* We shall mainly concern ourselves all data in the section are taken
with the public sector as a whole. from this, source.

Illusion
N. K. CHANDRA

Aid:Foreign

01< We do not accept that the Govern-
ment could do no more in this matter.
Only two examples may be given.
(1) Many foreign firms and their

LIKE all other non-socialist coun- was the amount of food aid that we
tries in the underdeveloped received a fair indication either of the

world, Indian planing strategy is heavi- contribution by the donating country
1/ dependent on foreign aid, foreign Or ot OUr own needs? Indeed,' as we
capital and. foreign collaboration agree- shall see, a lot of PL480 stuff that
ments between foreign abd Indian looked like aid was only partially so,
capitalists. The basic rationale behind while much of it was superfluous, if
this is the paucity. of domestic savings not actually harmful, from India's
and technical know-how, which can be point of view. It would be interesting
made good only through leaning on to apply the same kind of analysis for
the help of the rich and friendly other types of aid and we h~,ve to
foreign countries.' The last decades postpone it to SOme later occaSIOn.
of Imperial Russia or the years bet- _
ween the 1870's and 1913 for the Domestic Savings
USA could provide historical prece- India"s record in mobilizing domestic
dents for the Indian strategy; in both resources-\' has fallen far short of her
cases foreign capital did undoubtedly requirements. In the First Five Year
playa catalytic role in intensifying the Plan it was envisaged that the domestic
pace of industrial development. These savings rate would be stepped up gra-
historical parallels, however, cannot dually thrOUgh a high rate of marginal
carry us very far for the simple reason- savings. If the originally postulated
that the fjpedfic circumstances are like- .rate of 20% (marginal savings) were
ly to vary a good deal frOm country achieved, and given the. actual rate of
to country; these examples can mere- increase in real income du'ring the three
ly tell us that the strategy is "plausible" plans, then the savings rate ought to
but no more. have been around 7!% in 1956-57,

A whole number of complex issues 10% in 1960-61 and 111% in
have to be discussed for a full compre- 1965-66. The actual savings rate
hension of the foreign aid syndrome. achieved was fairly close to these
Without going over the whole ground, levels except perhaps for 1965-66.
we shall presently confine ourselves to Currently, the savings rate is suppos-
a few simpler issues. First, are we ed to have fallen to ab9ut 8%. One
mobilizing enough domestic resources must then admit that leaving aside the
at home or are we taking to foreign exceptional years since the Kashmir
aid in order to avoid unpleasant 'fiscal
measures at home? Secondly, if the
aid is supposed to meet the temporary,
balance of payments gap (which, ac-
cording to many, is unavoidable if the
country is to import mOre and more
of capital goods in the earlier stages
of development)', are We aiming at a ,
conscious re-structuring of the econo-
my so that the gap narrows over time?
Later we shall look exclusively at
the problem of import-substitution,
ignoring ~he export aspect.-\' Thirdly,
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4, There have been recent debates in a
number of countries. regarding the
incidence of corporate taxes. With-
out pretending to answer the issues
it may not be wrong to presume that
corporate taxes are not fully borne
by the sharenolders. In other words
these taxes should not be added to
the income taxes in order to obtain
the total tax incidence on personal
incomes in the non-agricultural
sector.

5, 19615-66 was a rather exceptional
year, since land revenues were often
not col~ected due to crop failure.
The ratio stood at 14% in 1964-65.

6. Including Income tax, Wealth tax,
Estate Duty, etc.

7. It would have been better from our
point of view if we could compare
income taxes to! non-corporate in-
incomes in the non-agricultural sec-,
tor. However, the ratio of dividends
paid out to profits retained after tax
has not changed in a persistent
manner Over the 1950's or 1960's.
Hence our calculation remains valid
as indicators of the trend.

actual tax incidence is entirely differ- be raised if' it could be showlY either
ent from what we have in mind. Two (a) that the inequalities in income in
points may be noted in this context. the ,urban sector have diminished or
The main increase has been for (b) that the tax exemption limits
indirect taxes which, by any reckon- have been raised (by more than the
ing, are mostly borne py the poorer rise in the cost of living) or (c) that
sections of the community. the effective tax-rates in the lower ran-

Although the proportionate con- ges have been reduced. There is no
tribution of all direct ta~s has empirical evidence, as far as we
also increased over the entire period, know, in support of any of these hy-
corpqrate taxes4

- accounted for a potheses. Indeed certain indications
large part of it; its share in the total point to the contrary. Hence the fall-
direct taxes rose almost without a ing share of income taxes, in urban
break from about 16% in 1951-52 personal incomes can only be due to
to nearly 43% in '1965-66. The cor- the growing phenomenon of 'black'
responding ratios for land revenue money.
were 20%, and 12%,5 and for various A similar picture emerges from a
income taxes6 64% ·and 45%. An- comparison of direct taxes on agri-
other \interesting indicator would be culture and the income generated in
the ratio of income taxes to the pri- agriculture. The proportion of taxes
vate incomes in the non-agricultural is very much lower than the corres-
sector. For the same years as above, 'ponding percentages for the non-
this ratio stood respectively at 3~ agricultural sector. Secondly, the
and 3.1 %. It is then perl!lissible to percentages increased a little over
conclude that the income-tax burdens the Second Plan bUit declined dur-
decreased over the 1960's although it ing the next 5 years.
had increased over the 1950's.7 We have so far'left out another

How does one explain it? No ob- .crucial area-the mobilization of sur-
jections on grounds of equity could plus through non-departmental en-

terprises. A lot has been written on
this topic and we do not propose to
enter into the matter at length. Only
two obvious but brief points may be
made. Firstly, to these enterprises
went a growing share of national in-
vestments. Secondly, the rates of
return on capital employed here have
been much lower than elsewhere.
There is, undoubtedly great scope for
limprovement here, although 'we are
unable to offer any worthwhile esti-
mateS of the potential surplus from
this source.

In conclusion one can assert that
although there has been notable pro-
gress in- tax-yields specially in the
1960s, the sUllplus from public sec-
tor enterprises should have been
higher. If we further consider the
wasteful expansion in administrative
and military expenditure, then the
government savings rate was even
less satisfactory. Moreover, the tax-
structure became more regressive->-
with lower effective tax-rates for the
'upper-income groulPs and more for
the poorer sections in both rural and
urban areas. We do not think 'that'

Tax Revenues
Secondly, We may consider the

growth in tax revenues. On the face
of it the achievement, specially during
the Third Five Year Plan, is ra-
ther impressive; for, the ratio in-
creased by nearly two-thirds, where-
as in the earlier plans the rise was
much slower. Indeed, the ratio at
15% is higher than what we had
earlier put forward as the !potential
private savings rate. However, the

10

against the NDF hardly improved
over 1960-65 and declined to a mere
2.5% in J 965-66. All this while the
shares of the public sector in the NDP
steadily improved from 10.7% in
1960-61 to 13.3% in 1965-66. (Only
in 1964-65 was this upward trend
reversed). Thus the Government
despite its increasing control over the
economic life of the country failed to
utilize it for raising the saving rate ;,
in other words, for the public sector
as a whole the marginal propensity
to save was less than the average pro-
pensity, thus pulling down the latter.

The public sector performance
looks quite as gloomy if we consider
the real as against money savings.
The ~01ul11e of real s~vings increased
by nearly 50% between 1960-61 and
1963-64 but dwindled back to the
1960-61' level by 1965-66.

What are the reasons for this state
of affairs? Firstly, one may consider
the relative contribution of the admi-
nistration on the one hand, and the
departmental and non-departmental
enterprises on the other. The admi-
nistrative' expenses accounted for a
rather stable proportion of total gov-
ernment output, i.e. grew faster than
tIle NDP. Non-departmental enter-
prises fared somewhat better, thanks
mainly to the starting up of many
public sector plants, than the depart-
mental concerns. It is clear that if
the savings rate is to be stepped up
the growth in administrative outlays,
including military ones, has to be
curtailed; otherwise, with an increas-
ing proportion' of the population en-
gaged in administration, the ":produc-
tive" population would relatively
shrink, leading in the long run to
stagnation and/or inflation.
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large. From a common sense point
of view, our procedure can be regard-
ed as reasonable, as the underlying
assumption is that transport and com-
munication develop at the same rate
as agriculture, mining, manufactur-
ing, etc.
A vl'iC!ge Annual Growth Rates in
Volume of Imports, Net Dome.stic
Product, and Net Domestic Material

Product.
(Perdentages)

First Second Third
FYP FYP FYP

1950-51 1955-56 1960-61
to to to

1955-56 1960-61 1965-66
Imports 8.36 10.86 4.06
Net Domestic
Product 3.70 4.29 3.34
Net Domestic
Material
Product 3.28 3.65 1.84

The picture is quite clear. The im-
port volume has consistently risen
faster than the NDP ; the' gap is still
wider if the NDMP is considered.
Hence the economy as a whole is be-
coming more and more dependent on
imports instead of there being any
import-substitution.

Food Aid
Food aid, specially under the U.S.

PL 480, has accounted for a substan-
tial part of Western aids to the under-
developed world. Giyen the present
trends, this will remain an important
item for some years to come. Theo-
rising on the particular merits of it has
been the order of the day.9

The real value of food aid is, how-
ever, much less than the nominal va-
lu~ shown in official statistics. Firstly,
the official prices are too highlO and

9. UNECAFE: Econamic Survey of
Asia and the Far East 1964.Bangkok,
1965, Pl'. 51-54.

10..For an opposite viewpoint see J.
P. O'Hagan and T. Lehti, "Same
Ecanamic and Policy- Problems of
Faod Aid" in FAa: Monthly Bulle.
tin of Agricultural Economics/ and

Statistics, February 1968. p. 10.
Also. J. J. Kaplan: The ChaLlenge
of Foreign Aid, Prager, New York, '"
1968, p. 330.

8. Our definition af NDMP is same-
what similar to. the Saviet defini-
tian. af natianal incame; it differs
fram the latter by in9luding passen-
ger transpart and excluding bank-
in/{ and cammerce,

there were any compelling economic our country. Available statistics for
logic behind this state of affairs; it imports USe 1952-53 prices for the
was just a reflection of the class cha- \ 1950's and 1958 prices for the
racter of the ruling groups. Hence 1960's; NDP estimates are given
it follows that it was again the poli- both in 1948-49 prices for the en-
tical !premises of our ruling classes tire period 1948-49 to 1966-67 or
that explain why instead of augment- at 1960-61 'prices for the 1960's. Due
ing the domestic savings potential, to the differences in the base-year
higher rates of capital formation were prices, computation of the ratios be-
'financed to an increasing extent tween the two series is vitiated. It
through foreign loans. is preferable to present the growth-

rates in import-volume and in NDP-
volume separately.

We have also worked out estimates
of Net Domestic Material Product
(NDMP), by excluding organized
banking and insurance, commerce and
other services from NDps. Since
imports refer tb physical goods only,
the national income concept has been
accordingly adjusted. It may be
noted that our NDMP includes just
those sectors or activities which can
directly make use of commodity im-
ports. Leaving out some -minor
items, the development of theexclud-
ed service' sectors hardly depends on
these imports. As with NDP, we
have estimated NDMP at constant
194&-49 prices for the 1950s ,and at
1960-61 prices for the 196015. For
the constant prices series, since no
inter-period comparison is envisaged,

. the 1960-61 prices are used for ob-
taining the magnitudes of NDMP for
the 1960s.

In estimating the NDMP series
I~he lack of sufficient details in the
official statistics forced us 0 make a
simplifying assumption. Transport
other than railways is not shown
separately for the 1950s. In the
1960s, however, a remarkable stabi-
lity was noted in the ratio of 'all trans-
Iport and' communication' to 'manu-
turing, ,mining, and utilities'. We
have used this proportion for the
1'950s as well. Although further in-
vestigation will most likely prove us
to be wrong, yet the extent of error
from this source may not be very

FRONTIER

Import Substitution
I The )extentci ampor~-substitution
can be measured in a number of
ways, each of which is quite interest-
ing in litself. But no one measure
can fully answer all the questions that
may possibly be raised.

A comprehensive measure, in' our
view, is provided by changes in the
ratio of total imports to NDP. If
this ratIo is decreasing (increasing),
then)t implies that higher (lower)
proportions of total supplies in the
country are obtained from domestic
production. A rise in this ratio need
not be harmful under all, circum-
stances. A country lacking in natu-
ral resources may have to resort to
increasing imports as its manufactur-
ing industries become more and more
sophisticated. If, moreover, its mer-
chandise ex'ports and/or invisible
earnings can expand at least as fast,
then ••it need not face any balance of
pa~l1ents problem~. However, for a
developing country with limited pros-'
pects of expanding eXiports rapidly
enough, a policy of import-substitu-
tion, i.e. lower ratio of imports to
NDP is imperative. A case for excep-
tion can be made if it is shown con-
cretely that a temporary rise in the
ratio will ultimately (i.e. after a re-
latively short period of time) raise
exports to much higher levels th~n
otherwise. From all available indi-
cations, India's policy-makers have
not convincingly argued the case for
an exception and hence a rise in the
ratio would be tantamount to a policy
failure.

To derive the ratio of imports to
NDP, both these series could be mea-
sured either at current or at constant
'prices. There is no doubt that the
latter are much more pertinent for

•..
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17. V. V. Divatia and P. K. Pani, "Va-
riations in Cereal Prices, 1951-52to
19616-67". Economic and Political
Weekly, Special Number, July 1968.

18. State procurement was virtua1!y
absent until a few years ago and
even then has been quite inadequate
by any standards. The efllciency of
the machinery had little to· do with
the apparent success in 1968.

19. Of the many such studies one may
ention only two whence further

references may be obtained.
N. S. Iyenger and H. V. Rao:

"Theory of Additive Preferences:
Statistical Implications For Con-
sumption Projections", Economic
and Political Weekly, Special Num- ~
ber, July 1968.

A. Rudra-Relative Ra.tes of
growth. Industry and Agriculture,
Bombay, 1967.

Were the overall supplies too little
in one year and too much in another?
Could one have stocked more food in
good years for use in bad years? Could
imports be cut down this way? It is
to these questions that we now turn.

One approach would be to postulate
a level of per ca:pita consumption that
would, under -the given conditions, en-
sure a stability in prices of food-
grainsY Such models may be used
to measure the rise in total supply ne-
cessary to maintain price-stability. If,
however, one refuses to accept the in-
evitability of the 'pattern of food-dis-
tribution, if one is unwilling to concede
the private traders' right to monopoly
in food-grains,18 then' models of this
type may not be relevant.

Another alternative would be to
project demand for foodgrains on the
basis of .expenditure-elasticities (de-
rived from cross-section studies) and
forecasts of real income. Despite the
neglect of the rprice-factor, these pro-
jections19 are undoubtedly of great va-
.lue purporting to establish the equili-
brium level of demand.

Ceteris peribus it is preferable to
have a plan that ensures a correspond-
ing supply. However, there are some
important difficulties in utilizing these
studies. Firstly, there is a wide dis-
crepancy between the levels of per
capita consumption indicated respec-

335.5
324.6
348:9
386.9
371.8
359.5
374.4
349.5
392.7
382.0
398.0
399.3
381.3
397.9
412.8
355.0
359.0

1950-51
51-52
52-53
53-54
54-55
55-56
56-57
57-58
58-59
59-60
60-61
61-62
62-6~
63-64
64-65
65-66
66-67

15.The existence of a very large body
of unemployed workers precluded
all possibilities of re-employing
farm workers in other sectors of
the economy; and thus of reducing
farm production.

16. I. U. D. Little and .L..M. Clifford
also ,share Schultz's argument that
the real cost of PL 480 aid is nil.
See their International Aid, Aldine
Publishing Company, Chicago, 1966,
pp. 73, 76, 160.

Source: Gal-Economic' Survey 1967-
68, New Delhi 1968.

surpluses ;15this surplus over domestic
consumption would grow with im-
provements in American production
irrespective of whether the· excess was
shipped as aid, or sold at lower world
market prices or simply destroyed.16

So far in our discussion We have
assumed that in the absence of food
aid the same quantum would be bought

_at commercial rates by the develop-
ing countries. But would they?

For India we give below the figures
relating to per capita net availability
(induding imports) of cereals for all
the agricultural years since 1950-51
to 1966-67 (shown in the table as
1951 and 1967 respectively, and simi-
larly for later years). The table indi-
cates quite clearly that the range of
variation has been rather large, from
324.6 grams/day to 412.8 grams/
day.
Per Capita Net Availability of Cereals

gms/day)

12

11. OECD: The Flow of Financial Re-
sources to Less-developed Countries
1956-63, Paris, 1964, P. 116.

12. H. G. Johnson: Economic Policies
For Less-developed Countries, Allen
& Unwin, London, 1967,pp. 25, 122.

13. J. A. Pincus, "The CO,stof Foreign
Aid". T/'Le Review of Economics and
Statistics, November 1965.

14. "Value of ,Farms' Surpluses tq
Underdeveloped Countries". Jour-
nal of Farm Economics, December,
1960.

secondly, the volume of imports by
the receiving countries would have
been much less if they had been forc-
ed to buy food with scarce foreign ex-
change resources.

As it is w~ll-known, PL 480 ship-
ments were not, until recently, valued
at world market prices but at the
much higher domestic support prices
in the USA. At the very least, the
quantum of "aid" should be recalcu-
lated at the existing world market
prices. Thus for the year 1962 total
assistance under PL 480 amounted to
$1.8 milliard,l1 but the value would be
less by $600 million or by one-third
if world market rprices were to be
used.12 Many economists are inclin-
ed to the view that if the USA dispos-
ed of its food surplus commercially, the
world market prices would have dec-
lined considerably. Harry Johnson
seems to endorse the estimate of Pin-
CUS13 that if the surplus were sold at
world-market-clearing prices (or if the
US had preferred to store its surplus),
the value of aid would have come
down by another $500 million; on
this assumption then the "real" value
of PL 480 aid in 1962 was no more
than $700 million. Pincus' estimate of
the probable decline in world market
prices is sUipportedby an earlier study
of T. W. Schultz;14 the latter thought
that the world rprices would have gone
down by 37% of its actual level, given
'the existing demand elasticities.

On the other hand, the "real" or
"opportunity" cost to the US of sup-
plying the food was put by Schultz at
zero. Since the US Government was
politically obliged to heLp its farming
community there was no practical al-
ternative to the accumulation of food
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calories, protein, vitamins, et~. for each
centre. .For calories the differences
between the recommended and the -
actual levels were sometimes positive
(upto 10%), sometimes negative (also
upto 10%). Hence the actual calory
intake by industrial \ workers may not
have been at a disastrously low level.
Now as far as the rural population is
concerned, we have no similar studies
on their nutritional requirements. But
are there any a priori reasons to be-
lieve that the peasant needs more food
than the latter? I do not know of
any. Taking 470 gms/day per male
adult as our yardstick, the volume of
"necessary" imports, i.e. thel excess of
requirement over domestic net avail-
ability, amounts to around 31 million
tons or only about one-half the actual
imports. ~

In a sense, our calculations are
really beside the point. Since the
various nation-wide sample surveys
indicate much higher levels of per
capita consumption than those in the
table above, it is quite likely that the
official time-series on 'net availability'
of foodgrains is systematically biase8
in the downward direction and to a
considerable extent. Had there been
more adequate knowledge of actual
production in the country and if the
governmental procurement machinery
were set up in earnest at the very be-
ginning of the Plan era, food imports
could be considerably reduced, with
per capita consumption levels much
higher than those prevailing in the
statutory rationing areas. There was
nothing of a categorical imperative
about our massive food imports. It
was more in the nature of a soft alter-
native.
I If the requirements were thus redu-
cible, the supply too could have been
a,ugmented at a faster pace than it
actually did. As the matter has been
discussed by many others, only a few
points need be made. (a) Despite
land-reform laws throughout the coun-
try, the share-cropping system that
greatly diminishes the peasant's incen-
tives prevails over large parts of the
country. (b) The various Commu-
nity Development Projects and Rural
Extension Works, undertaken for the
benefit of the entire rural folk, actual-

21. Labour Bureau, Ministry of Labour
and Employment, GO!: Report on
Family Survey Among Industrial
Workers 1958-59, Bombay.. Delhi,
1965. p. 37.

22. Various issues of the UN Demogra-
phic Yearbook.

23. Bombay, Calcutta, Howrah,- Jam-
shedpur, Kanpur, Amritsar, .:[aipur,
Ajmer, Ahmedabad, Nagpur, Hyde-
rabad and Madurai. The reports for
other centres were not available to
me at the time of writing.

24. Conversion ratios of 0.9 and 0.6 res-
pectively for female adults and
ohildren were systematically used
in reports for each of the centres.

ly, our estimate is well above the
rationed quantities (2 kg. per adult
per week) received by the citizens of
Calcutta for a long while. According
'to the scale of coefficients worked out
by the Nutritional Research Labora-
tories of the Indian Council of Medical
Research, the average food require-
ment of a female adult is only 90% of
that of a male adult; a child below 15
years requires only 60%.21 Now the
proportions of male adults, female
adults and children in the total popu-
lation for the country were respectively
31.7%,30% and 38.3% for the 1951
Census and 30.3;70, 28.5% and 41.2%
for the 1961 Census.22 It may be
permitted to simplify these percentages
to 30, 30 and 40 so that the average
number of male adult units in a
population of 100 comes to about 8Q.
Consequently consumption per male
adult amounts to 450 gms/day (or
3.1 kg/week) if the per ca'pita level is
only 360 gms/day. It is doubtful
whether food-riots would ensue had
such consumption levels been main-
tained ..

We may also consider the 1958-59
survey data on the consumption
pattern of working class families in
different industrial centres. For 12
such centres23 we found out that the
weighted average daily consumption
per male adult24 was 470 gms/day
which is quite close to' our 450 gms/
day. The Nutritional Research J-abo-
ratories also worked out desirable
levels of food consumption in terms of
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20. According to the NSS 19th Round,
July 1964-June 1965, the average
monthly per capita consumption
was between 15.7 and 16.6 kg. for
the rural and between 11.5 and 11.8
kg. for the urban areas. The cor-
responding NCAER data for 1960
were 14.1 seers for the rural areas
and 10.8 seers for the urban areas.
For the latter data see NCAER-
Long-term Projections of Demand

," and Supply of Selected Agricultural
--t Commodities 1960-61 to 1975-76,

New Delhi, 1962, pp. 217-18.

tively by Table 1 and by National
Sample Survey (NSS) which were
used by. most econometricians. Se-
condly, every NSS indicates a much

. higher level of per capita consumption
of cereals by the richer sections than
by the poorer ones. If one, however,
accepts the logic of rationing then
there is a good case for reducing the
consumption levels of these richer sec-
tions ; consequently, average consump-
tion may be allowed to go below the
level indicated by the NSS.

The problem essentially consists in
defining an "acceptable" level of per
capita consumption, which is by no
means easy. For illustrative pUJ1poses,
we estimate the "necessary" imports
of cereals, according to an arbitrary
assumption that the per capita food
consumption should have remained at
a fixed level of 360 gms/day, which is
well within' the actual range of varia-
tions observed.

Against actual imports amounting to
over 60 m. tons, OUr "theoretical"
needs amounted to no more than 19.5
m. tons; or, nearly 2/3 Of the actual
imports were not strictly necessary.
On the other hand, we should have
imported more during the first FYP,
especially iQ 1951-52, than we actually
did. It may also be noted that for
every 10 gms/day rise (fall) in "theo-
retical" needs, the volume of imports
would go up (down) by 8.43 millit'm
tons over the entire 15-year period.

Is Our hypothesis of 360 gms/day
as the "theoretical" need plausible 1
First of all let us note that this is well
below the averages indicated by the
NSS or by the NCAER Household
Consumption Survey, 1960.20 Second-
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27. Ibid, P. 14. Our itfllics. This lin-I
guistic sophistry to avoid the use of
the term "aid-reduction" is un-
doubtedly in the best Orwellian tra-
dition.

28. OEeD : The Food Problem of Deve-.
loping Countries, Paris, 1968, p. 55.

cost to exporting countries of provid-
ing aid supplies" .27

One reason often advanced to jus-
tify the recent changes is the disap-
pearance of food stocks in the USA,
But as a recent OECD publication
points out, there is still surplus capa-
city. It oontinues : "Recent studies
within the OECD have shown that
on the assumption that policies are
not radically changed, the developed
countries combined are likely to see
their production of cereals increase to
an extent that will permit them to
satisfy their own demand and at the
same time increase! their net exports
to other parts of the world substan-
tially. In fact, the sUJjplus available
for exports IS likely to exceed the
quantity that would be imported by
the developing countries .... ".28 If
this argument is correct. it does not
follow automatically that world food
prices must rise to meet higher costs.

Ungrateful souls in th~ receiving
countries may however see it all in a
very different light. We have already
mentioned reasons to think that the
U.S. food aid in the past had pro-
Qably stabilized the world market prices
at higher levels than those warranted
by the supply and demand conditions.
Moreover, since practically all the food-
exporting countries belong to the
group of rich nations, the 1967 A~ran-
gement would lead to a further dete-
rioration in the terms of trade of the
developing countries. Finally, the po-
litical oonsequences are unlikely to be
any better. U.S. supervision over the
receiving countries will not diminish,
but, as the dominant partner in the
Arrangement, the U.S. could exercise
greater powers over the other export-
ers as well. In short, the Arrange-
ment can only be viewed as a U.S.
dominated international cartel trading
in human hunger.

25. FAO : Development Through Food:
A Stritegy For Surplus SUtilization,
Rome, 1962, p. 14.

26. O'Hagan & Lehti, op. cit.

New Find
Finally a few words regarding the

recent developments in the organiza-
tion of future food aid may not be
out of place. Officially, the current
move is towards greater multilateralism
that would promote a higher all-:
round .efficiency. Since the ~nd of
World War II many attempts were
made in this direction. All these fail-
ed, according to the Director-General
of the FAO, because of the reluctance
of donor governments "to undertake
measure which might weaken their
national initiative and national powers
of controls".25 A small beginning was
made with the establishment of the
World Food Programme under' the
UN/FAO in 1962 ; even the modest
targets remained considerably under-
ful'filled towards the end of 1967.
A much more' important Food Aid
Convention, providing for an annual
supply of 4.5 million tons over 3
years, was drawn up by the rich West-
ern countries as p,art of the Inter-
national Grains Arrangement 1967 ; if
ratified, it will take effect from 1969.

Some FAO experts have hailed it
as a step in the right direction.26 They
start from the "generally" acceptable
premise that as' a result of large-scale
American food aid, there was a di-
version from the normal trade chan-
nels and prices were lower than they
would be under normal conditions.
Hence the food-donors have an obli-
gation to try and protect the commer-
cial interests of the third countries that
were adversely. effected. The U.S.
Government. had all along been taking
measures to ensure that the food-
receiving countries did not reduce
their intake from the usual exporters.

Under the 1967 Agreement, "im-
porting countries bear directly a part
of the burden. of aid and a rise in the
price range potentially cushions the
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has been said of India might well be
true in varying degrees for most other
recipients of American food aid ..
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ly helped rclativc]~ small and affluent
sections. Similarly, government sup-
port to the cooperative societies con-
trolled almost exclusively by the well-
to-do, the dis'ribution of seeds, ferti-
lizers, etc., the absence of a progres-
sive land and/or agricultural income
tax, and the whole system of Pancha-
yati Raj-all these ingredients of our
agricultural policy worked only to the
advantage of the richer sections. Thus
the Gov rnment came to rely only on
the better-off farmers to imprOve their
ou~put. Had some serious efforts
been made to tap the resourcefulness
of the poor and middle peasants, sure-
ly the results would have been much
better. However, given the political
composition of the Central and most
of the State governments, it is doubt-
ful whether such efforts could ever
have been made.

In short, then, the actual food-gap
in lndia could be attributed to a con-
siderable extent to the failures Of our
socia-political set-up. Any other
government that was unafraid of hurt-
ing the vested interests whether in
food-trade or among the well-to-do
farmers could do better. Marginal
imports' might still h'ave been, necessary
specially in bad agricultural years. But
most of it could be procured on nor-
mal commercial terms without any
great loss of scarce foreign exchange
resources.

The argument can be carried one
stage further. If the food-aid itself
increased the deficit, then its contri-
bution (through savings of foreign' ex-
change) to development was at least
partly illusory rather than real. If
food-aid in any way diminished domes-
tic food supply then it retarded the
econqmic growth of the receiving
country; although there are strong
presumptioris to this effect, it is im-
possible to make any quantitative esti-
mates of the probable increase in food
supply in the absence of aid. Conse-
quently we have to abandon any at-
tempt at measuring the overall net
contribution of food aid to India. It
would not be surprising if this latter
measure becomes negative rather than
'positive.

Although we have not examined
the question, we suspect that what
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Planning
In India !planning and the institu-

tion of the public sector were the out-
come of several factors that acted to-
gether. There was active State inter-
vention in the economy in India long
before Independence. The railways,
forestry, the manufacture of arms and
ammunition, the generation and distri-
bution of electricity were some of the
outstanding examples of such inter-
vention. There were even cases, e.g.,
in the (princely) State of Mysore-
where some basic industries were own
ed and operated by the Government.

The Indian bourgeoisie who through
their political organisation, the Indian
National Congress, had led the strug-
gle for independence, wanted to deve-
lop India along an independent capita-
list path. The most mature bourgeoisie
in Asia outside Japan was very much
conscious of the economic difficulties
faced by an under-developed country

official representative of capitalist
society.2

This line of thought was later fur-
ther developed by Lenin in his various
writings.3 He {pointed out that direct
intervention by the State in the capita-
list economy, necessitated by the
exigencies of capitalist development
itself, leads only to State capitalism
or State monopoly capitalism.

The trend towards State capitalism,
true in general for the advanced ca;pi-
t~list countries in this century, mani-
fested itself with particular keenness
in the under-developed countries after
they became formally independent in
the post-Second World War period.
The exigencies of development were
so urgent that the governments just
could not leave the matter in the hands
of individual capitalists because, first,
they were ill-equipped fo~ those in-
vestments that were essential but least
paying, particularly "in the short run;
and secondly, they lacked, in general,
funds, initiative and experience. In
a word, those segments of the economy
that needed huge investment, modern
and sophisticated technology and a
long gestation !period before being able

. to provide a strong base for massive
industrialisation, were brought under
the direct purview of the State.

economy is not the monopoly of socia-
lism. According to Adam Smith
himself, among the duties of the State
are the "erecting and maintaining (of)
those public institutions and those
public works which though in the
highest degree mlvantageous to a.
great society are however of such a
nature that the profit could never re-
pay the expense to any individual or
small number of individuals" and
which therefore they cannot be expect-
ed to undertake.!

In real life as well capitalist ,socie-
ti~s have long abandoned 'laissez-faire'
even if such a thing ever existed. The
great d~pression of the 1930s and the
Second Wodd War with its unprece-
dented stress on mobilizing the total
economy. brought about an increasing
intervention by the State in e~onomic
affairs. Necessities of postwar recon-
struction and the so-called "defence"
expenditures brought about by the cold
war accentuated the process still
further.

Engels had foreseen the movement
of capitalism along this line. He had
pointed out that at a certain stage -of
the development of c<lipitalism the
contradiction between the socialcha-
racter of production and the capitalist
character of appropriation cfeates a
situation where the Iproductive forces
themselves {press forward to put an .
end to the contradiction, to the
"actual recognition of their character
as social productive forces" [nach
tatsachlicher Anerkennung ihres Cha-
rakters als Gesellschaftlicher Produk-
tivkrafte] and it is this pressure of the
productive forces which compels the
capitalist class itsel more and Illore
to treat them as social productive
forces in so far as this is at all pos-
sible within the framework of ca;pita-
list relations. This leads [first to vari-
ous forms of joint stock companies
and later on, when even that method

\

becomes insufficient, to the direct
ownership and control of the mean~
of production by the State, as the
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TABLE I
(Crores of rupees ill current prices)

Plan Plan Plan
First Second Third

55 938 1520
233 850 1050
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[Source: Fourth Five Year Plan:
A Draft Outline (Government of
India),p.l1].

Public
Private

WHAT is the nature of .,State inter-
vention in the Indian economy?

In this paper, we shall not treat
State intervention in the whole of the
Indian economy, but shall be main-

I ly concerned with the organised indus-
trial sector.

The Draft Outline of India's First
Five Year Plan said that "planning
under present conditions means an
economy guided and directed by the
State". In November 1954, Mr Nehru
pressed the National Development
Council to adopt the "socia.listic pat-
tern of society" as the economy's goal.
In January, 1955, the famous Avadi
Resolution of the Congress was passed
in almost the same terms and later,
in December, the Indian Parliament
adopted the goal of "socialist pattern".

As is well known, the successive
plan documents have emphasized the
increasing role of the public sector in
the economy while re-as6erting' the
socialistic pattern as the goal of plan-
ning in India. .

The share of the public sector in
the total investments in industry in
course of the lfirst three plans was as
follows:

The share of the public sector in
the reproducible tangible wealth of the

- country thus increased from about 15
per cent in 1950-51 to 35 per cent in
1965-66. - .

At first sight all this is very impres-
sive. But let us examine the develop-
ments in some detail.

It must be pointed out at the outset
that intervention by the State. in the



one finds that the 'first category of in-
dustries meant no fresh natiE)naliza- ~
tion; it merely codified what was al-
ready obtaining and seemedJ. self-
evident. The second and the third
categories, on the other hand, were
saddled with reservations and: excep-
tions and subsequently these excep-
tions often became operationally more
sigpi'ficant than the formal rules laid
down by the Resolution. For instance,
under 'mineral oils' in the second
category, the Government allowed
three private foreign firms, Standard
Vacuum, Burmah Shell and Caltex,
to establish petroleum refineries in
1952. Then, again, as regards iron
and steel, late in 1953 when the Gov-
ernment of India decided to' establish
a steel plant in collaboration with
Krupp-Demag the latter was to have
a share of one-third of its total invest-
ment and a corresponding share in the
board of the company.

As regards the second Industrial
policy'Resolution of 1956 it specified,
again, three groups of I industries.
Group A included munitions, atomic
energy, iron ,and steel, heavy engineer-
ing and heavy electrical plant, coal, oil,
railways, mining, aircraft, air transport,
ship-building, communications, genera-
tion and distribution of electricity,
"the future development of which will
be the exclusive responsibility of the
State'; group B included aluminium,
machine tools, ferro-alloys, heavy che-
micals, fertilizers, synthetic rubber,
road and sea transport, "which will be
progressively State-owned and in which
the State will therefore generally take
the initiative in establishing new under-
takings, but in which private enter-
prise will also be expected to supple-
ment the effort of the State"; and
group C comprising the rest whose
"future development will be left to the
initiative and enterprise of the private
sector". When one compares the two
Resolutions it becomes clear that apart
from the formally more pronounced
emphasis on the res;ponsibilities of th
State in the second Resolution there i
really nO material difference betwee
them. While both envisaged increas
ing State participation in industry bo
recognized its limits at' - well. .F
example, oil was a State subject·

economic counterpart was the 'welfare
state' with its inevitable concomitant
in planning and an extended public
sector.

That by opting for a public sector in
the 1ndian economy the Indian bour-
geoisie however wanted to see capita-
lism develop is IProved by the fact that
the so-called Bombay Plan formulated
in 1944 by J. R. D. Tata, G. D. Birla
and six other big capitalists also pro-
vided for not only a large extension of
State control but also a considerable
extension of State ownership and
management of the economy.

An examination of the Industrial
Policy Resolutions of. 1948 and 1956
shows that the State has agreed to
step in only where private enterprise
-for various reasons cannot do the job
alone. The Resolution was the first
formal enunciation of GoverQment's
intentions regarding industrial lPolicy.
It asserted that "for some time to
come, the State could contribute more
quickly to the increase of national
wealth by expanding its present acti-
vities wherever it is already operating
and by concentrating on new units of
production in other 'fields, rather than
on acquiring and running existing
units. Meanwhile, private entel1prise,
properly directed and regulated, has a
valuable role to play" . On these
considerations the Government decidr-
ed that the manufacture of arms and
ammunition, the production and con-
trol of-atomic energy, the ownership
and management of railway transport
should be the dclusive monopoly of
the Central. Government. As regards
coal, iIon and steel, aircraft manufac-
ture, ship-building, manufacture of
teleiphone, .telegraph and wireless ap-
paratus, excluding radio receiving sets
and mineral oils, the State would be
exclusively Concerned with the new
establishments while existing under-
takings would be allowed all facilities
for expansion to continue for the fol-
lowing ten years at the ~nd of which
the position would be reviewed. The
rest of the industrial field was nor-
mally open to private entel1prise.
There was, besides, a list of 18
industries which would be subject to
Central regulation and control.

Looking closely at the Resolution-
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and it was specially aware that private
enterprise alone, given the meagre
financial and technical resources at its
disposal, could not deliver the goods.
It had two alternatives-increasing
collaboration with foreign private capi-
tal or intervention by the State in the
economy at an accelerated pace.

As regards the first alternative the
Indian ruling class had great reserva-
tlons on the morrow of Indenendence.
They apprehened that a massive
invasion by foreign capital of the
economy might jeopardize the very
pur;pose for which they had fought,
namely the independent capitalist path.
So, though welcoming foreign capital
fOf rapid industrialization, it was pro-
iposed to introduce legislation for re-
gulating the conditions under which
foreign capital might operate. In
particular the Government instituted
an exceedingly slow, uncertain set of
procedures for the case-by-case pro-
cessing of applications by foreign
enteriPrises for business licences.
Above all it was proposed that the
major interst in ownership and effec-
tive control should always be in
Indian hands.4 On the other hand the
foreign investors, particularly the
American investors, were at 'first
doubtful about India's political stabi-
lity and, quite mistakenly, apprehen-
sive about the prospect of nationali-
zation implied in the 'socialist' postur-
es of the Government of India. The
upshot of all this was that during the
first decade of Independence the
Indian ruling class was quite willing
to utilise the State apparatus to further
the capitalist development of India in
the interest of the capitalist class as a
whole even if this State intervention
occasionally went against particular
capitalists. -

Secondly, in course of the anti-im-
perialist struggle the Indian bourgeoi-
sie who, by and large, did not consti-
tute a 'comprador' class unlike its
counterpart in pIe-liberation China,
represented, to a large extent, the
genuine political aspirations of .the
broad masses of the people and was
allied to them. The price of this alli-
ance was the establishment of the
institution of lParliamentary democracy
based on universal suffrage and~ts



640(7.4)
780(7.5 )
990(9.9)

1470(10.4)
1600( 10.7)

1840( 11.9)

400(4.6)
430(4.5)
570(5.7)
900(6.4)

1000(6.7)
1170(7.6)

Division, Ministry of Information and
of India, 1966, p. 150].

240(2.8)
290(3.0)
420(4.2)
570(4.0)
600(4.0)
670(4.3)

India, 1966, Publication
Broadcasting, Government

Government share in the generation of net domestic product.
(crares of rupees in current prices : percentage in brackets).

Net outp.ut of Govt. Sector Total Net
Enterprise Administration Total Domestic

Product
8670
9550
9980

14190
14870
15480

Year
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concentration and monopoly ofecono- Imperial Bank. As regards the in-
mic power. This second purpose was surance business some reforms were
dictated, on the one hand, by the introduced by the Insurance Amend-
exigencies of parliament~ry democracy ment Act of 1950 more or less on the'
and, on the other, by the necessity of same lines as the banking reform.
not alienating the small and the middle The nationalization undertaken six
bourgeoisie from the big bourgeoisie. years later affected only the life. busi-
Thus this step was meant to serve the ness and that too was done partly in
interests of the capitalist class as a order to mOJllup savings for large in-
whole, even though it might occasion- dustrial investments and partly to clean
ally go against the interests of partici- up an industry which was inefficient
cular cajpitalist[l. and corrupt. It It should be noted that

As to the lfirst purpose of State in- none of these acts involved confisca-
tervention, namely, to carry forward tion .. Compensation in each case was
the Indian economy along the capital- generous. .
ist path, it is' proved specially by The capitalist character of State in-
(a) the essentially cajp-italistcharacter tervention is further manifested in the
of the State intervention itself and manner in which the public undertak-
(b) the phenomenal growth'of the ings have been organized in India.5
private sector during the plan period. They have been organized under four

To illustrate the first point let us forms: statutory corporations, Gov-
take into consideration some of the ernment companies, departmental un-
important acts of nationalization effect-' dertakings and committees, boards and
ed so far. If we 'consider the nation- commissions. Of these, Government
alization of air transport in 1953, the companies are the most important;
Imperial Bank in 195.5.and life insur- they have been registered under Joint
anCe in 1956 we see that each of them Stock Companies' law and are gov-
was undertaken with some specific ob- erned by its provisions. This bias in
jective in view and none formed part favour of a form so common in pri-
of 'any -concerted anti-private enter- vate undertakings is significant. More-
prise strategy, The resources at the over, the members of the boards of
disposal of air tranSjport were singular- directors of these public undertakings
ly insufficient for extending its ser- are almost exclusjvely drawn from
vices in India and abroad. That is why persons holding high positions in the
the State took it over, appointing, sig- bureaucracy-which on the whole con-
njlficantly, as its chairman no less a tinues the British tradition-and from
person than J. R. D. Tata, one of the big business magnates.
tOJll capitalists of the lanti. Then, Apart from the question of the
again, the necessity of having an exten- character of State intervention, the
sive credit structure well beyond the share of the State itself in the-economy
scope of the private moneylenders need not make one enthusiastic, as
prompted the nationalization of the the following figures illustrate:

TABLE .II

[Source:

1948-49
1950-51
1955-56
1960-61

-1961-62
1962-63o.•..
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~
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Use
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SOOTHING RELIEF

from
ACHES, PAINS

and
COLDS & COUGHS

ftMR~!~~J4"
for over 75 )fears

terms of the Second Resolution. Dur-
ing the Second Five Year Plan, how-
ever, a joint compony, Oil India, a
partnership between the Assam Oil
COllljpany and the Government of In-
dia, undertook the exploration of the
resources of 'the Noharkatya oilfield
in Assam. Similarly in West Bengal
the Government enlisted the services
of the Standard ,Vacuum Oil Com-
pany.

In fact a study of the implementa-
tion of the 1956 Resolution suggests
that wherever private capitalists were
found wanting, the State on behalf
of and in the interest of their
class as a whole stepped in to under-
take the job. The big bourgeoisie
itself seemed to accept the logic per-
fectly well.

Two Purposes
The intervention by the State in the

Indian economy was meant to serve
mainly two purposes': first, to create
conditions for the rapid development
of the economy along the capitalist
path and second, to prevent excessive,
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480
570
760

1024
2256

..-

TABLE III

Year

1947
1948
1951
1955-56
1962-63
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Towards the end of the Third Plan' TABLE IV This develqpment is, of course, not
iPeriod almost nine-tenths of the do- surprising. Even in 1956 when the
mestic product was still at the dispo- Commodities 1950-51 1965-66 propaganda about the 'socialist pattern'
sal of the private sector and the share -Cloth (mill made, reached its high water mark the Gov-
of the Government rosl( only by about !powerloom, hand ernment showed no consistent hostility
4 per cent over a period of fifteen loom) (million to the private sector. Since 1956 the
years. If we look at the table a little meters) 4318 7580 Government has grown more and more
more closely and concentrate on the Aluminium ingots 'pragmatic', to use its own eX(pression,
share of the government in entenprise (000 tons) 4.0 65.0 in its attitude to the private sector.
-a much surer sign of control over Sugar (000 tons) 2040¥ 3515¥¥ Some of the controls over the private
the economy-the !picture becomes Bycycles (000) 99 1700 sector have been relaxed lately. Libe-
even less encouraging. Here the Jute manufactures ralized! imports and delicensing of cer-
growth of the Government share over (000 tons) 1046¥ 11~O¥¥ tain industries furnish examples of one
fifteen years was less than 2 per cent Cement (million tons) 2.7 10.8 type of relaxation. Thus eleven in-
and there was even a mild regression Sewing Machines dustries were delicensed in May 1966
during the Second Plan period. (000) 167¥' 411 ¥¥ following the recommendations of the

Very significant also is the fact that Swaminathan Committee. At the
the private sector has grown pheno- [Source: (1) Fourth Five Year Plan: same time many direct controls on
menally over the ~entire planning pe- A Draft Outline (Govern- prices, production and distribution have
riod. What is more, this growth has ment 'of India, (2) Eastern been relaxed or lifted.7 Then there is
been facilitated by the activities of the Economist, Annual Num- the liberal interpretation of the Indus-
!public ~ector. Particularly the public ber, 1969. ¥ 1957, ¥¥ 1966]. trial Policy Resolution itself Kidron
sector outlay on the infra structural has shown how the Government has
assets provided the private sector with An important way in which the condoned the growing encroachment
new markets and those assets them- State has helped the private sector is of the private sector into spheres re-
selves helped create external econo- the setting up of a series of financial served for the public sector by the
mies for the private sector. The paid- institutions for extending long-term Second Industrial Policy Resolution.s
up c~ital of joint stock companies credit to big industries. The Industrial Of the seventeen industries listed in
rose as follows: Finance \Corporation was set up in Schedule A of the Resolution, "indus-

1948 with an authorised c~ital of tries the future development of which
Rs. 10 crores. The total financial will be exclusive responsibility of the
assistance approved by the Corpora- State [and in which] all new units

(crores of rupees) tion between 1948 and 1964 exceed- will be set up only by the State" seven
Amount ed Rs. 190 crores, against which dis- at least have been opened to private

bursements amounted to about Rs. 120 !interests [these are (1) \arms, (2)
crores. The industries that have main- heavy plant and machinery, (3) heavy
ly benefited from this are textiles, electrical plant, (4) the processing of
paper, cement, chemicals and fertiliz- lead and zinc, (5) the production of
ers, metals and metal products, -machi- teletphone cables and telegraphic equip- --
nery and motor vehicles. Since 1960 ment, (6) the generation and distri-
the Corporation has been .empowered bution of electricity, (7) coal]. The
to directly subscribe to the shares of an greatest shift towards the private sec-

[Source: (1) Commerce, December 9, industrial concern. The State Finance telr took place in 'Schedule B' indus- _
1961 ; (2) B. V. Krishna- COl1porations were established by the r tries which, by the terms of the 1956
murti in Economic and Po- Government of India in 1.951 to' sup- Resolution, were to be "progressively
Utical Weekly (27.5.1967)] plement the IFC. Besides helping State-owned and in which the State

,_ {J ", small and medium industrie~ they also will therefore generally take the initia-
The index of industrial profits (be- help la~ge industries. The Natio~al tive in establishing new undertakings".
fore tax) of public limited companies Industnal Development COIlPoratlOn Of the twelve industries listed at least
rose from 100 in 1955-56 (base) to was established! by the Government of nine have been heavily invaded by the
185 8 in 1962-63 and the correspond- India to develop industries and to act . t t [Th ( 1) 1 .'. pnva e sec or. ese are a umI-
ing. index for !private limIted com- as a~ agent of the ~overnment fhor nium (2) machine tools (3) ferro-
pames from 100 to 303.8.6 In course grantmg loans to an mdustry that t e' , .
of the fifteen years of planning there Government desired to assist. The al~oys and t~ol steel~, (4) baSIC ch~-
has been a spectacular increase in in- modernis.ation of cotton and jute tex- ~Ic~ls and mtermedIat~s, (5) antI-
dustrial production under the private tile industries and the expansion of the blOt.I~Sand other esse?tIaI drugs, (6)
sector as the figures for some select- machine tool industry have been the fertIlIzer (7) synthetlc rubber, (8)
ed items show: principal work of the corporation. road transport, (9) sea transport].
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(I) Wealth of Nations-Cannan edi-

tion (Methuen, London, vol. II.
p. 245.

weakness of this class-even though
it is the strongest and the most ma-
ture in Asia outside of Japan-and
the fast sharpening class struggle in-
side the country as well as given the
contemporary international situation
-more particularly the triumph and
consolidation of the Chinese Revolu-
tion-this class cannot pursue the lo-
gic of independent capitalist develop-
ment however subjectively it might
want to. The reason is that in the
given circumstanc;es the contradiction
between the capitalist class and the
people-mainly the working class and
the peasantry-has become primary
and that between the capitalist class
on the one hand and the semi-feudal
interests and imPerialism on the other
secondary; naturally, faced with in-
creasing hostility of the working class
and its allies the bourgeoisIe cannot
afford to alienate itself from the land-
ed vested interests at home and im-
perialism abroad. In a word the bour-
geoisie cannot successfullY carry out
the basic anti-feudal and anti-impe-'
rialist tasks which the pursuance of
independent capitalist development
demands. This is aIDIPlyreflected, on
the one hand, in the compromising
character of its so-called 'land reforms'
-signifying its failure to implement
what it itself promised earlier-and,
on the other, in its increasing depen-
de'nce on foreign aid including foreign
investments.

In these circumstances, as we have
tried to show above, the State capi-

\
.talist sector, instead of serving the
interests of the people as a whole real-
ly, has becom~ an ,instrument of ex-
ploitation for the domestic and foreign
monopoly capital and their allies. In-
deed, the Indian ruling class is neither
following the socialist path nor the
so-called 'non-capitalist' Ipath of eco-
nomic development. It is trying to
follow the capitalist path, though haLt-
ingly and increasingly compromising
itself at every step with the semi-
feudal elements at home and impe-
rialism abroad.
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From a slightly different angle the
same phenomenon of concentration
of economic power, with special'refer-
ence to the extreme inequality in in-
come distribution, has been conclusive-
ly shown by a contemporary Indian
author. After a careful study of the
relevant data he has shown that under
the Indian' "Power Elite Planning"-
by which he means planning by the
Ministers, the top bureaucrats and the
'organized big business-0.3 per cent
of the urban population (0.06 !per
cent'of the country's total population)
having a fabulous standard of living
control the entire course of economic

Idevelopment of the country; 2.0 per
cent of the urban !population enjoy a
comfortable living, 12.1 per cent live
just above subsistence and the rest be-
low subsistence. Similarly 0.9 per
cent of the rural population (0.72 of
the total population) enjoy a fabulous
living. They serve to mobilise the
agricultural sUI1plusesof another 12.2
per cent. The rest live below' sub-
sistence.12

As we have pointed out above, giv-
en the conditions of economic back-
wardness in which an underdeveloped
country finds itself at the hour of its
emergence from colonial dependence,
SQme amount of State intervention in
the economy followed by the creation
of a nationalaliz~ sector is indi~-

pensable for its economic development.
Such :,a stejp' is even progressive if,
besides creating the conditions of rapid
capital accumulation, it helps to fight
feudal and semi-feudal production
relations, monopoly capitalism and im-
I{'erialism. Only then can we speak
of the nationalized sector serving the
interests of the nation as a whole.
Otherwise the nationalized sector
through State capitalism only serves
the jnterests of the ruling capitalist
class as a whole and its national and
international allies. Whether State in-
tervention takes the first or the second
form depends basically on which class
wields the State power and what is the
nature of class contradic~ions prevail-
ing at the momoent.

In India the State power, ultimate-
ly and on the whole, lies in the hands
of the cajpitalist class (in alliance with
the landlords). Given the relative
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Concentration
Turning to the second purpose of

State intervention, namely, to prevent
-in the interest of the capitalist class
as a whole-excessive concentration
and monopoly of eoonomic power we
note at the outset that this motivation
as such has nothing to do with social-
ism. Anti-monopolist measures are to
be found in almost all capitalist coun-
tries. However, State intervention in
India had very little negative effect on
the growth of concentration and mo-
nopoly. Thus, as R. K. Hazari has
shown, the four largest groups of capi-
talists~-Tata, Birla, Martin Burn and
Dalmia Sahu Jain-who had nearly
18 per cent of the share capital of
non-government IPublic companies in
195 I-had more than 22 per cent in
1958. Their share in the gross capi-
tal stock, namely, net fixed assets
plus accumulated depreciation plus
inventory of non-government public
companies expanded during the same
period from 17 to 22 per cent. In
1958 the public companies in the Tata
and Birla complexes had nearly one-
'fifth of the gross capital stock of all
non-government Ipublic companies.9

In 1960-61 the total number of
companies having paid-u~ capital of
less than 5 lakhs each constituted 86
per cent of the total number of com-
panies at work during this year, but

/ their share of total (paid-up capital was
only 14.6 per cent; as against this
the comp'anies having a paid-up capi-
tal of 50 lakhs and above constituted
only 1.6 per cent of the total number
of companies but claimed 53 per cent
of the total paid-up capita1.10 '

The Monopolies Enquiry Commis-
sion listed, as of 1963-64, the top 75
groups of monqpolies like Tata, Birla
etc. each having a minimum asset of
rupees five crores. These groups own-
ed 1536 companies out of a total of
non-government and non-banking com-
panies numbering 25,661. But the
prqportion of the assets of the 75
groups to those of all non-government
-and non-banking companies worked
out at 46.9 per cent and the propor-
tion of the total !paid-up' capital of
these groups to that of all non-govern-
ment, non-banking companies worked
out at 44.1 per cent.ll

- .
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SATRAJIT DUTTA

The Dragon and the Sacred Cow

THE myth-makers in Washington as edly emphasized, a "free society"
well as their mirror-images in which accommodated free enttrprise,

Delhi have always cried -themselves, recognized freedom of speech, respect-
hoarse against the Chinese socialist ed religious and other basic and tra-
system and made strenuous efforts to ditional values and, finally, was sup-
sell the image of the great Indian ported by the "Free World" with its _
'democracy' as a far superior altern a- vast reservoir of lfinancial, technical
tive model of socio-economic develop- and national resources would far out-
ment in the "Third World" countries. strip an oppressive system based on
India, as a bulwark of democracy, it the totalitarian philosophy of commu-
is suggested, should be the example to nism. The unfortunate fact that so-

• the "developing" countries in Asia, cialism was also the offiCiallyproc1aim-
Africa and Latin America, which are ed doctrine of the Government of-
striving for socio-economic emancipa- India was regretted. But to that extent
tion. this particular brand of socialism, as

The facts, of course, are quite simple painstakingly defined by the Congress -
and straightforward. China, liberated leaders, was an entirely non-violent,
in 1949, is politically, socially, and legalistic and peaceful concept, and to
economically the most self-sufficient the extent it recognized the sanctity
and powerful country today in the en- of private ownership and was opposed
tire "Third World". It has a comple- to any "undemocratic" method of im-
tely independent and expanding eco- rplementing equitable distribution of
nomic base. In contrast, India with a wealth, the super-imposition of the
two years' head start as an 'indepen- concept 6f socialism on Indian "demo-
dent' nation is still almost totally de- cracy" was not considered particularly
pendent on foreign monetary and ma- harmful. After all, it was argued,
terial "aid", its political role is a farce, since in exchange of foreign aid the..
its economy a tragedy, and its 'demo- Government of India was more than
cracy' is perhaps Bothing less than a willing to ensure liberal investments
perfect tragi-comedy. of foreign capital and to safeguard their

Actually, even in the late fifties, the _ commercial interests, the ultimate de-
very frequent comparison, in bour- v~lopment of this free, lawful and p.on-
geois economic literature as well as VIOlentland of the sacred cow would
the political Press.. releases between unquestionably prove superior to that
China and India as two 'conflicting of its monstrous neighbour, the land
models of socio-economic oevelopment ruled by the dragon.
would almost inevitably end up with Today, of- course,.. all the economic
the following prophetic conclusion: experts and the pohhcal prophets are
despite its initial all-round advance and conspicuously silent over the entire
superior economic growth, China's -so- issue of the growth of the Indian
cialism was bound to lag far behind economy as compared with the Chin-
India's democracy in the long run. ese. The "yellow peril" is defined to-
The initial successes of China as con- day as more ominous and evil' than
trasted with an aimost stagna~t Indian ever; the hypocritical words of sym-
economy, could not possibly be denied; pathy for the stagnation, chaos and
but great pains were taken to point recurre~t crises in the Indian socio:
out that such successes were' not only economIC system have become more
of highly dubious character but were pronounced and regular; and yet, the
solely due to a terrible totalitarian ad-men and the P.R. specialists iJ.1
system of government which thrived the bourgeois Press have gradually
on ruthless regimentation and coercion. been forced to shed their verbosity
Surely in the long run, it was r,epeat- ~so far as the comparison between the
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Heavy Industry
In the field of heavy industry, the

production data for iron ore, crude
steel andl cement, were specifically se-
lected as the key measures of the re-

FRONTIER

much the same. The per capita net and energy-are selected as p<articu-
income increased in India by 0.9 per lady crucial indicators of their respec-
cent annually on the average, whereas tive growth rates. In case of food-
in China it rose at an annual average' grains, the average anaual production
of 11.3 per cent. In the industrial between 1949 and 1952-53 was con-
sector, the per-capita net national pro- sidered the base against which the pro-
duct in India increased by 2.0 per cent ductivity for the year 1960 was mea-
annually and in China by 19.3 per sured. Only two commodities, name-
cent. In the field of agriculture, In- 1y, wheat and rice, were taken into
dia's average annual growth per per- consideration. It was found that in
son amounted to 1.5 iper cent as com- 90th cases the increase in absolute
pared to China's 2.0 per cent. Whe- production was significantly higher in
ther compared in terms of total or China than in India. For rice the
per capita growth rates, the Indian absolute production rose by 44.3 per
economic growth rate clearly turns cent or at the rate of 3.7 iper cent per
out to be a poor second to that of year in China as compared to the ab-
China. solute growtj1 of 42.1 per cent or

It is unnecessary to point out that at an annual rate of 3.5 per cent in
even in 1952-54, the base period for India. In case of wheat, China's pro ..
Our comparison, the total national il)- duction increased by a total of 89.3
come of India was approximately half per cent at the rate of 6.6 per cent
that of China )n absolute terms; annually, whereas in India total pro- .
besides, the per-capita income al- duction increased only by 44.4 per
ready showed a difference of about cent at an annual rate of 3.8 per cent.
24.0 per cent in favour of China. By Comparing the productivity in terms
1958-60, this lead in iper-capita in- of average yield per hectare, India was
COmehad been magni'fied to 123.1 per shown to be able to raise its rice
cent. If broken down into separate yield from 2.26 tons/ha for the base
economic sectors, China led India by period to 3.4 tonsjha in 1960, and
20.6 per cent in the agricultural sec- its wheat yield from 1.34 tons/ha to
tor and by 24.5 per cent in the indus- 1.70 tonsjha. During the same pe-
trial sector in 1952-54. This lead was, riod, per hectare productivity in China
increased further, reaching 22.8 per increased, for rice, from 4.34 tonsjha
cent in the former and as high as 133.1 to 5.08 tons]ha, and, for wheat, from
'per cent in the latter· sector by 1958- 2.26 tonsjha to 3.40 tons/ha. This
60. These growth differentials are pattern of a significantly faster rate of
all the more remarkable and fascinat- overall growth as well as higher pro-
ing if a very crucial historical fact is duction per unit of land is again very
noted-the fact that in 1949 China consistent with comparative per-capita
just emerged frOoma long and ruinous production, figures of the two countries.
civil war and had to face the colossal It should be noted that during the
task of building up its shattered eco- base period the rice output per head
nomy almost literally from the rubble. in China was greater than that in In-
And yet only within a short period of dia by 11.5 per cent and Chinese per-
three years (during which it also capita output of wheat was 70.6 p'er
fought the Korean war), China deve- cent higher. At the end of the period
loped its economic base to the amaz- under consideration, the Chinese lead
ing extent of taking a significant lead in case of rice was somewhat reduced
over India whicli started its career in to 8.9 per cent; on the other hand,
1947 as an independent nation with an for wheat its lead was more than
inheritance from its former colonial doubled and: was calculated to be as
ruler of a functioning economy, an high as 109.5 per cent.
elaborate admiRjstrative machinery and
a ready-made State apparatus.

The same pattern of comparative de-
ve10ipmentof the two economies is re-
vealed when three spedfic sectors-
foodgrain production, heaVy industry,

two systems is ooncerned. The pre-
dictions and prophecies of yester-years
regarding the inevitable outcome of
the competition between two conflict-
ing models of development, as follow-
ed by two rival Asian nations, have
almost entirely disappeared 'from the
current Western economic literature.

Deliberate Silence
But since the deliberate silence over

this e2\:remely crucial issue is ,meant
to reinforce. the myths and to perpe-
tuate the confusion in the minds of
!people with respect to the comparative
merits of the tw() systems, it is time
the reality was recognized. This paper
merely presents some statistical com-
parisons reflecting the relative perfor-
mance of the two oountries since their
independence. In ordeMo avoid any
controversy or sus.picion, all the statis-
tics are primarily based on sources
universally accepted as respectable and
reliable.:{.

Besides, research data compiled by
various Indian economists have been
used as secondary sources of informa-
tion. -

For the sake of simplicity as well
as brevity, all the data are presented
only in terms of percentages or pro-
portions. The absolute figures are
easily available from the sources quot-
ed.

To sfart with, the respective growth
of the national incomes of the two
oountries may be compared. Between

- 1952 and 1960, the national income
in India reached an average annual-
increase of 2.9 per cent, as comp~red
with 2 1.9 per cent in China. More
s.pecifically,whereas the average indus-
trial growth in India was calculated to
be only 3.9 per cent per year, the
average annual growth of the indus-
trial sector in China amounted to 22.0
per cent. In the agricultural sector,
the annual growth in India was 3.4
per cent on the average as compared
to 4.5 per cent in China (taking 1958
as the end period). In case of per-
capita growth rate, the trend is very

:(.U.N. Yearbook of National Ac-
• ~counts Statistics, New York, 1963.

ECAFE, Economic Survey of Asia
and the Far East, Bangkok, 1964.
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the ecanomic grawth rate of the twa
countries could not be extended be-
yond that date. Although an ,overall
trend might be traced out on the basis
of partial information available from
different Chinese saurces, it has nat
been attempted for obvious reasons.
Instead of referring to such "unreli-
able" and "prapagandistic" saurces ,of
information, the basis far our campari-
son is strictly restricted to the statis-
tics available fram the most unques-
tianably "neutral" and "reliable" quar-
tefs regarding the econamic growth in
these two countries during the 'fifties.
And yet, there is -hardlY any reasan
to doubt that the general pattern ,of
Chinese superiarity aver India has
been the same, if na.t mare pronounc-
ed, during the last eight years. The
fantastic growth ,ofthe Chinese ecana-
my 'during the last few years is clearly
testified by its numerous achievements
in diverse areas of productive activity.
The available evidence, whether direct
or indirect, of its remarkable pragress
is tao overwhelming taday to be ques-
tioned even by the myth-makers in
Washington. After all, myths, how-
ever grandiose, are a very poor substi-
tute in the long run for cold economic
facts. And yet, "the greatest bulwark
for demacracy and freedom in Asia",
sinking fast into ~ quicksand ,of un-
derdevelopment, is still to discover the
crucial' credibility gap.

But then, devotian ta myth has al-
ways been considered as our mast
sacred tradition and the gr~test na-
tional heritage.
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electrical power was lawer than India's
by 27.8 per cent, by 1960 the Chinese
per-eapita praduction exceeded that of
I dia by as much as 45.0 per cent.

But it is needless ta prolong the list
of comparative data. Whether cam-
pared irl terms ,of a few selected areas
of production or an the basis of the
general features ,of the twa econamies,
the overwhelming evidence consistent-
ly leads one to the same conclusian :
the Chinese economy developed at a
strikingly faster rate than the Indian.
In the industrial sector, China's rate of
growth/was sometimes twice as fast as
India's ; even in the agricultural sec-
tor China's progress was distinctly
superior. The last point, i.e., the
consistent superiority of China aver
India in the field of agriculture, is to
be noted as especially significant il\
view of the following facts:' India's
soil was uniformly more fertile than
China's. The climate was considered
generally mare favaurable in India than
in . China. According to experts'
views, China had to develap its agri-
culture on a sail substratum which was
less suitable than India's as an abject
for additianal input and yield. Erosion
and other saurces of ecological detep
rioratian caused much more wide-
spread damage to Chinese agriculture
than ta agriculture in India. Besides,
the papulatian pressure on the cultiv-
able land was about half as severe in
India as in China. In China 5.90 per-
SOIlS subsisted from one hectare of
arable land whereas in India the dis-
tributian was 3.36 persans per hec-
tare. Finally, a total of $1,325 mil-
lian of what is euphemistically knawn
as "fareign aid" was received by In-
dia in loans and grants from member

Icauntries of the World Bank and an
estimated total of $280 millian was
invested in India by fareign private in-
vestors during the periad from 1949
to' 1957. In camparisan, grants re-
ceived by China fram Eura,.pean sa-
cililist countries amaunted ta a total ,of
300 millia,n U.S. dollars. In additian
it received abaut 700· mitlian U.S.
dollars in credit.

Since the comprehensive praductian
statistics released by official Chinese
publications are available only up ta
the year 1961, the camparison between

1
J
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lative grawth ,of the twa ecanamies
during the periad between 1952-54
and 1958-60. The han and steel in-
dustry' in India was faunded during
the seoond decade ,of this century and
by 1952 it was ,operating at a sufficient-
ly developed level.' In contrast, China
started fram a rather unfavaurable and
handicapped pasitian; its iran and
steel industry was very little develop-
ed: (the disastrous effect ,of the civil
war, tao, was yet to be ,overcame).
Thus, between 1958 and 1961, China's
iran are ,output increased by only 6.7
per cent or 2.2 per cent a year. India's
praduction during the same period rase
by 80.8 per cent at the rate ,of 21.8
per cent annually. And yet, it shauld
be nated: that in Cqse ,of per-capita
praductian; China's autpuf was almast
twice as much as that ,of India.

The ,overwhelming superiority ,of the
Chinese ecanamy aver the Indian,
however, is clearly indicated in the I

area ,of steel praductian. While China's
,output during 1952-54 and 1958-60
pragressed by 702.1 per cent at an
annual rate of 41.5 per cent, India
raised her ,output ,only by 56.9 per
cent ,or 7.7 per cent per year. When
campared in terms ,of per-capita pra-
ductian, China's lead over India
amaunted ta 252.9 per cent.

In the cement industry, the tatal
,output in China during the same pe-
riad rose by 209.3 per cent at an an-
nual rate of 20.7 per cent, whereas
total production increase in India
amounted to only 76.1 per cent, ,or
9.9 per cent per year. Besides, the
per-capita ,output in China at the end
of this period was greater than that of
India by 4.7 'per cent. This lead: is to
be considered highly significant due ta
the fact that in the base periad Chin-
ese per-capita praduction was 39.0 per
cent lawer than in India.

Far comparisan of ,outputs in the
field of energy praductian, the periad
between 1954 and 1960 has been can-
sidered. Electrical pawer praductian
increased very rapidly in China, reach-
ing 329.5 I{)ercent at an annual rate
of 53.9 per cent by the end ,of this
periad. India's tatal praductian in
comparisan reached ,only 84.5 per cent
or 13.1 I{)ercent per year. Althaugh
in 1954 China's per-capita output ,of
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growing .ore 'ood-
Dunlop aids .odern far.ing
As the old agricultural methods gradually give way to the new, scientific farming
helps the Indian farmer to produce a greater yield per acre than was pos~ible efore.
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Options' Before America
MARC GREENBERG

WITHIN the United States today Marxism" posture (as they put it) are
there is a growing realization those commonly known as the New

that capitalism, as a social and econo- Left. While the New Left does make
mic system, must be changed and a its appearance in many countries of
rational, just society built in its place. the West, I shall refer to that group
This in itself is a significant phenome- only within the United States itself. It
non in American history. Unfortu- must first be pointed out that the New
nately, a large non-Marxist segment of Left is really the term applied to an
the disenchanted do not agree as to flmorphous Inovement which is by no
who will carry through a social trans- means totally political or intellectual.
formation. At the same time, among Yet in speaking of this movement we
the committed Marxists, there exists must consider -the ideas which ema-
a variety of opinions in other im- nate from its most politically and in-
portant areas which require at least tellectually sophisticated spokesmen.
some explanation and critical analysis. In my opinion the New Left move-
The purpose of these notes, therefore, - ment, much like the early Black
is to clarify the cen.u,al position of Power struggle, was a necessary. stage
such movements in a brief and general in a new, yet fairly rapid politicizing
manner, and to offer hopefully valid process still to be, considered in the
criticisms from a Marxist viewpoint incipient stage. Despite this fact, it
relative to U.S. society today. is still useful to criticize its core as-

Marxists view the working class as sumptions; indeed, criticism is part of
the decisive force for social change in the very process of radicalization.
modern society. This is so because Speaking very generally, the New
of the proletariat's numerical strength Left sees no possibility of organizing
and because of its central position in the American working class as the
the capitalist production process. Now main agency of social change. The
it is well known that the working class- New Left puts forward the idea that
es in so-called advanced capitalist the burden of changing society falls
countries have never led successful re- on the intellectuals in industrialized
volutions there, nor have they, with countries and on the peasantry in the
the possible exception of the French underdeveloped countries. As proof
proletariat, possessed even a signifi- of this thesis they point to the Cuban
cant revolutionary tradition. In fact revolution which was, they claim,
successful revolutions have occurred, made by a peasant-intellectual coali-
not in the "advanced" capitalist tion. Since the U.S. working class has
nations where for a long time Marxists bec9me such :j.n integral part of capi-
maintained they would, but rather,' talist society, content and well-fed, it
significantly, in the world's "back- will never move Or be moved to
ward" areas-Russia, Vietnam, China change it. The New Left claims to
and Cuba. Bourgeois anti-Marxists, have derived at least some of its basic
eager to discredit the ideas of socialism tenets about society and much of its
in any and all ways, have gleefully political strategy from the works of
emphasized this "fact" as sure proof' C. Wright Mills and Herbert Marcuse.
that Marxism is fundamentally wrong. At first glance this appears strange
Unfortunately, some radicals in the because Marcuse never even hinted
United States have either succumbed that a student-intellectual, revolution
to such superficial arguments, or else was conceivable. In fact, Marcuse
have independently arrived at similar never held any other than a Marxist
conclusions. view of revolution: namely, that with-

Among the radicals who maintain out the working class, revolution in
an anti-Marxist or even a "beyond- modern capitalist society is impossible.
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Unfortunately, the New Left incorpo-
rates Marcuse's scepticism into its
elitist position. Marcuse writes that
the prolefariat in modern society is
impotent, and therefore revolution
will not come about. Mills likewise
considered the proletariat totally im-
potent. Just before he died in- 1961, ~
he wrote a "Letter to the New Left"
published in the September-October
1960 New J-eft Review. In that arti-
cle he presents the view that left intel-
lectuals must undertake a fearless,
thoroughgoing criticism of the societies
around them and the ideologies which
justify them. He says: "If there is "
to be a politics of the New Left, what
needs to be analyzied is the structure
of institutions, the foundations of polk
cies. To be 'Left' means to connect
up 'cultural .with political criticism,
and both with demands and programs.
And it means all this inside every
country of the world."

Mills regretted that sOme New Left
writers still "cling so mightily to 'the
working class' of the advanced capita- -
list societies as the historic agency, or
even as the most important agency, in
the face of the really impressive histo-
rical evidence that now stands against
this expectation. Such a labor meta-
physic, I think, is a legacy from Victo-
rian Marxism that is now quite
unrealistic." To this "labor metaphy-
sic" he opposes the alternative of "the
cultural apparatus, the intellectuals-
as a possible, immediate radical
agency of change." "We've got to -
study these new generations of intel-
lectuals around the world as real live
agencies of historic change. We must
learn from their practice and work.
out with them new forms of action."
The New Leftists have seemingly assi-
milated portions of Mills and Marcuse
into a leftwing potpourri of ideas
standing beyond the "outmoded"
Marxist ideology of social change. I
would venture to say that most New _
Leftists have never read Marx. They
are therefore at direct odds with
Marxism by denying tha~ a disciplined
revolutionary vanguard, guided by
scientific socialism, is required to lead ~'.
the people in their efforts to overthrow _
capitalism and construct a better
world. Part of this weakness stems
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Thin Crust
One assumption held by particular

Marxists is that the apparent lack of
revolutionary consciousness-of class
consciousness-within the working
class is directly related to the absence
of a large, dedicated and revolution-
ary North American Marxist move-
ment. A corollary to this idea is that
the American working class does have
the 'potential to be radicalized at the
present time. In other words, given
the existence of labour collectivization,
of the right to strike, of a minimum
wage, and so on, the majority of
workers can ba so organized as to sup-
port and join in the fight for socialism.
Granted it will take tremendous effort
and a long time. Proof of this argu-
ment lies in the reality that a majority
of industrial workers receive extreme-
ly poor wages relative to the ever-
rising cost of living, and that working
conditions in factories are far worse
than is commonly known. Thus a so-
cia,fist revolution in the United States
will Occur only through the tireless
organization of the working class on
Marxist-Leninist :principles. Revolu-
tions and wars of liberation abroad
will assist this task mainly by spread-
ing thin and tying down more and
more of the counter-revolationary
resources of U.S. ' imperialism, as in
Vietnam, and by getting the United
States to reveal its true nature domes-
tically. _The relative conservatism 6f
the working class is really a superficial
political appearance; below this con-
servative surface throb all the revo-
lutionary, instincts of the working
class. What is needed to break through
this thin crust is dedicated organizing
and more dedicated organizing.

Recently 1 worked with several
young and newly formed, yet remark-
ably sophisticated and active Marxists
who adhered strongly to these views.
Each voiced the following position :
"I am thoroughly disgusted! with so-
called socialists' who argue that it is
currently useless to try to organize
the American workers because they

lationships produced by a world-wide
imperialist structure, based on P.
Baran, The Political Economy of
Growth;

ing many apolitical adherents,' is
nevertheless the largest and most seri-
ous youth-int~llectual rebellion in
many years. Never before have so
many challenged the very tenets of
capitalism and its dehumanizing, ex-
ploitative nature; and never before
has the, recognition of its militarist-
imperialist base been so widespread
and growing. If the absence of Mar-
xist ideology is the present status of
much of the New Left, then its future
development can only be towards a
Marxist direction, if it is to survive as
a movement. It must again be em-
phasized that the New Left movement
is at a nascent stage of development.
No doubt a substantial body of the
New Left will either consciously
arrive at a Marxist ideology or else be
forced to see the reality ,of Marxism
through the course of events ~both at
home and abroad. Incidents such as
the continuous suppression of Black
people, the Columbia UniverSIty
police brutality, the 'Democratic con-
vention at Chicago, Illinois" clearly
reveal the domestic nature of capi-
talism to wide segments of the North
American population, and serve to
accelerate the radicalization process.
And, of course U.S. aggression in
Vietnam will continue tobe a major
crystallizing agent for many' young
American radicals. '

Within the Marxist left itself, there
exist several assumptions concerning
the organization and degree of revo~
lutionary potential of the American
working class. A critique of these as-
sumptions lies more in the nature of
theory and emphasis, rather than in
a debate over the course of action
which most Marxists agree must be
undertaken. They are brought up
here for the important reason .that
emphasis on' these assumptions coin-
cides with the fairly recent, although
by no means !;lew, emphasis on the
global structure of imperialism and its
consequent effects on the so:.called
Third World.~
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~ See,' for example, A. Gunder-
Frank, Capitalism an~ Underdevelop-
ment in. Latin America, New York:
Monthly Review Press, for a crucial
!'lpalysis of the metfOipolis-~at~llite re--
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from the fact that a sizeable portion
of the New Leftists are, frankly speak-
ing, indulged middle-Class youths lack-
ing the desire to assimilate any sort
of self-discrpline and organizational
demands so vital to Marxists.

Crucial Point
This is obviously an extremely CflJ-

cial point, since the answer a move-
ment gives to the question of revolu-
tionary change will determine its p~o,
gramme, orientation, and tactics. Thu:,
the acceptance of a student-intellec-
tual elite as the only moulders of a
new society determines for now the
character of the New Left. . Marxists
recognize the vital role that a mino-
rity group can play in inspiring and
even initiating a workers' movement.·
But at the same time, Marxism teaches
.that the prol~tariat is the sole force
capable of sustaining the revolution
throughout its entire course, supplying
the correct programme and perspec-
tive, and carrying it through to the
destruction of the capitalist State and
the creation of socialism. In my
opinion, a rejection of this position is
as unrealistic as it is dangerous.
Assuredly a mirority group such as
intellectuals and students can spark
the workers' movement; but the ulti-
mate success of the revolution 'depends
solely on the working class. Only by
the workers conquering supreme power
can victory for all be guaranteed. The
French uprising of 1968, initiated by
the students, demonstrated this ulti-
mately decisive position of the prole-
tariat in any modern capitalist society.
Control of the factories, of communi-
cations and transportation-of the
very life of the nation-by the prole-
tariat, could have meant victory for
the people. Without the workers to
deal with, de Gaulle could have chosen
the exact hour to suppress the students.

Should we, therefore, reject the
New Leftists completely? Many of
their current ideas and notions are
undoubtedly unrealistic, elitist, and
even dangerous. Yet at least several
positive attributes can be garnered
from the mere existence of this move-
ment. First, the New Left movement
in the United States, ambiguous and
incomplete as it may be, and contain-
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Today, Narth American Marxists
are faced with the problem of such a
non-revolutionary tradition. What does
it mean? As the editors .of Monthly
Review have asked: "If, for what-
ever reason, the emergence of a revo-
lutionary situation is long delayed,
what will be the effect in the mean-
time of madern industry's revolution-
ary technology on the cotpposition
and 'capabilities of the proletariat?"~
The industrial base of U.S: capitalism
(and British capitalism) was success-

. ful only by the immense exploitation
of its own working class. Yet there
was no proletarian revalution in the
United States as there was in the early
capitalist phase of Czarist Russia. No
feal :revolutionajry situation lerqerged
on the North American scene. This
much, then, is clear: as the years
have passed in the U.S., the initial
threat .of.a domestic working-class re-
volution, ever mare likely in the rudi-
mentary period of industrialization, has
been virtually bypassed. Threughout
this pracess staggering technological
changes have taken place, drastically
affecting "the composition and cap,a-
bilities of the proletariat" within all the
industrialized! countries. The disloca-
tion and exploitatian of workers in the
U.S. has never ceased, nor can it cease,
although it has been eased slightly
owing to imperialism's fantastic rate
of exploitation .of workers abroad. Yet
the composition of much of the work-
ing class has. changed in terms .of its
position in industry (fewer and fewer
unskilled workers~, its rise in real
wages, the growth of a huge, non-
productive "service sector" of the
economy, .and so on. The immense
wealth and pawer of the U.S. capi-
ta1ist-'impe1l.ialistmacbine has, Ito a
great degree, oVClrwhelmed and un-
dermined the roots .of proletarian
class consciousness .._ This cannot be

~ Monthly Review, New York, De-
cember 1965.

~ According to P. Baran and P.
Sweezy (Monopoly Capital, New York,
1966) the number .of unskilled pro-

. ductive workers in the U.S. dropped
from 13 million in 1950 to' some 4
million in 1962.
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masters. Does this imply that if the
unien leaders were dedicated Marxists
who strove ta achieve not .only im-
medime material gains fer the work-
ers (sherter werking hours, higher
wages, better werking cenditions, etc.),
but who alse did their utmost te
instil a secialist class censcieusness
amang the warking class-daes this
imply that the warking class in the
U.S. would in fact be any more reva-
lutianary and class consciaus than it
is taday? A similar questian cauld be
asked in regard ta the absence .of a
large Marxist movement in the U.S. :
has this absence been' the cause .of a
non-revolutianary working class?
Which comes first, the chicken .or the
egg? All this means is that at a given
moment beth are in fact true. In
other wards, as there has never been
a relatively large warking-class-ari-
ented American left, so correspanding-
Iy, the working class has never really
risen above trade-union politics. And
vice versa. It is easy to blame the
established labour heads, .or the pre-
sence .of a merely nominal socialst
movement, as being the sause of tradi-
tianal economism in the unians. But
it seems mere relevant and valuable
te ask: why have there not been mere
Marxist labeur leaders : why has there
never been a large Marxist movement
in the United States? Why, for exam-
ple, did the .official Cammunist Party
of the U.S. t!Irn bourgeois long ago?
Some argued that these conditions are
due ta right-wing persecution after
World War I, and then again in the
early 1950's. That may be a partial
cause. Yet in Russia, Lenin's Social
Denwcratic Party underwent every
Czarist persecution imaginable, and
still remained intact. So did the pre-
revolutionary Chinese' Communist
Party. Obviously, it is nat solely a
matter of persecution, or even of the
presence .of great individuals-a Trots-
sky, a Lenin, Or a Mao-for great
individuals are not born, but arise out
of great struggles. The causes are
rooted in the imperialist U.S . .of 1968
.as well as in the Russia of 1917 and
in the China of 1949: Unfortunately,
I cannot answer the question: why?,
although it is indeea worthy 'of exami-
natianand extended research.

r

~ Geerge Novack (William F.
Warde), International Socialist Re-
view, New Yerk, Spring J 96 I.

are 'beught .off' by capitalism, ,and
because they aspire to '.middle-class
values. Werkers are net 'beught .off'.
Mest wages in fact are absolutely, net
relatively lew; werkers need te stay
heurs .overtime simply ta bring heme
a living wage, werking cenditiens are
peer and frequently hazardeus, and
the werkers definitely recegnize their
class enemy."

Befere cemmenting en these views,
I would like te put ferward anether
'pesitian relative to the cenditien .of
the U.S. werking class.

In .our opinion both the defeats and
the ensuing defeatism .of the work-
ing class (Of modem industrial cen-
ditions) are primarily attributable
to the'\.established heads of the la-
bour movement-Secialist, Cemmu-
nist, Labeurite .or pre-Demecratic
-who did their utmest te demora-
lize and disorient the workers and
deter them frem canducting effec-
tive struggles against the masters of
capitaIis~. ~ (Emphasis added.)

This view maintains' that the past and
present non-revolutienary cendition .of
the working class in the industrial
countries is "primarily attributable" to
a "sell-eut" .of the workers by the
established heads .of the labeur mo-
vement. This position is no deubt

• valid-up to a point. To say that
established unien Jleaders within the
United States are co-epted by capital-
ism, and do their utmest te prevent
workers from effectively struggling

. against the capitalist system, is to put
it mildly. Not .only de powerful union
leaders collude with the ruling class
.of the United States to prevent work--
ing class consciousness and militancy,
they alsa extend their counter-reve-
lutionary activities to Latin American
labour uniens, fer example, where they
attempt te frustrate any signs of re-
volutienary and anti-imperialist sen-
timents appearing ameng the workers
there. For many years "the estab-
lished heads .of the labour movement"
have been responsible, net te the
werkers, not to socialism, but direct-
ly to their capitalist and imperialist
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that these masses do indeed consti-
tute a revolutionary agent capable of
challenging and defeating capitalism?
The super-exploitation of the so-
called ThiJ;d World ,by capitalism
leaves no alternative to those peoples
but the ruthless rejection of a capital-
ist future and the determined strug-
gle for a socialist one.

Is the struggle to organize labour
within the United States therefore
futile, as the New Left would have
it,. 'Or unnec,essary, ~n view of the
,international revolutionary mOve-
ment? On the contrary ; there is no
doubt whatsoever that the concentra-
tion and centralization of capital
within the U.S. have resulted in per-
manent internal social ramifications
which alone are inreparably damag-
ing to the fabric of U.S. capitalism.
The total economic and cultural dis-
location of millions of Black people,
the alienation of an increasing num-
ber of young people and intellectuals,
and the widespread discontent over
U.S. aggression in Vietnam are but a
few of the inherent effects of mono-
poly capitalism.
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over-estimated. Many of the l~est
paid, most overworked members of
the working class believe that they
will some day be able to purchase a
house, an automobile, and, more im-
portant, a ticket for their children to
college and middle-class life-most
assuredly, by sel1i.ng their souls to
capitalists-but they believe it.

---

comes quite clear that the future of
the system cannot be adequately
analyzed in terms of the forces at
work in any part of the system, but
must take full account of the modus
operandi of the systein as a whole."'f.

Up to the present in U.S. society,
there ~has been no -social grievance
of enough magnitude to enlist any
considerable number of people. Ex- .

System ~ a Whole ploitation abroad has enabled Ame-
n this explanation is acceptable, rican capitalism to 'wisely scatter a

does it, therefore, imply the impossi- few extra crumbs of wealth about its
bility .of a working-class revolution own werking class, but in its wake
in the United States? Indeed, does imperialism leaves poverty and misery
it mean that the position of the New among the great mass of the working
Left is more realistic than we assume? people in the satellites. These masses
It does, only if we view the American now become an agent of re~olu-
working class in isolation from the tionary change in precisely the
rest of the world. But that would sense that Marx believed the in-
fly in the face of the realities of impe- -9ustrial proletarial of the mid-
rialism, past and present. Once we 19th century to be". (Monthly
realize that capitalism is not . and Review.) Do not the revolutionary

_ never has been confined to a few successes after World War II-
geographic areas, "but is rather a highlighted by Vietnam, China and
global system embracing both the Cuba-demonstrate beyond any doubt
(relatively few) industrializ!gg coun-
tries and their (relatively numerous)
satellites and dependencies, it be-

-'. , ,....• ,." ".- , , -..•"
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It seefns to me, therefore, that the
decline of U.S. capitalism will begin
not so much from the impetus of
domestic revolutionary activity, but
rather from the reaction to increasing
domestic oppression rising from de-
feats of American imperialism abroad,
and from the threat of a Black revo-
lution in the urban centres. The
tenacious U.S. aggression in Vietnam,
and the open brutality at the Demo-
cratic Convention in Chicago, Illinois,
clearly reveal that the U.S. capitalist-

-- imperialist systenl w1l1 do whatever
•.. necessary to preserve its dominant

position. As domestic opression ,in-
creases-as the students, intellectuals,
and professionals are clubbed and
thrown into jails along with others, as
losses abroad force capitalists at home
to reduce wages, to eliminate collec-
tive rights, such as the right to strike
-then, not only will the revolutionary
left-the vanguard~swell in numbers
and be forced to act with determina-
tion, but, of crucial significance, the
American working class will be ready
to listen. Whether they will listen and
respond as a class depends on the
strength and determination of the van-
guard. The creation of a revolution-
a y situation does not inevitably lead
to a class war against caJpitalism:
white workers may wield guns against
Black workers ; workers may be on
both sides of the barricades. This is
precisely where the dangers of the
New Left's position lie, for the fate of
the American revolution is in the
hands and hearts of the American
working class. It is a step in the right
direction to recognize this, and many
of the New Leftists will, hopefully,
realize who is to make the revolution.
But it is only a step. To recognize
must inevitably lead to organization,
and the workers must be organized,
beginning with the present.

Capitalism has more than createdr its gravediggers-it has marked its
own burial site in global dimensions.
The awaiting crypt may still lie hid-
den beneath tawdry opulence and a
thousand missil bases, but it is there.
It may fall on the revolutionary van-
guard to announce the burial; but it
rests with the working class to secure
the corpose.
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t The Struggle For The Muslim Mind
IQTIBAR ALAM KHAN
I

HAVE Indian Muslims a culture dence period was an index of the
of their own, s~p'arate f~om the changed mood of the average Muslim

culture of the people of India in elite, mostly former Muslim Leaguers.
general? There is no simple answer Similarly, the inclination towards Mar-
to this. Muslims belong to various xism on the part of a considerable sec-
classes and regions, and the class and tion of the Muslim youth, the emer-
regional differences which appear gence of a large number of district-
within Indian society in general also level Muslim leaders in the parties of
ap,pear among them. In this 'sense, the democratic left in the areas having
there is no single, well-defined Muslim sizeable Muslim pockets, combined
culture in India. But it is also true with the emergence of leftist and pro-
that large sections of Muslims share a gressive elements as influential sec-
number of cultural values derived tions in the Muslim educational and
partly from their religious tradition' cultural institutions strikingly indicate
and partly from history. What is more the definite shift in the position of the
important still, they tend to set a very Indian Muslims during the early phase
high value on such cultural features, of independence. This was not a
and / regard them as peculiarly their superficial change merely dictated by
own; others, conversely, disown these the situation. In fact, this new trend
features and ascribe them to Muslims. came despite stiff opposition by the
The outstanding illustration. of this is revivalist elements amongst the Mus-
Urdu, which has increasingly become' lims themselves who received indirect
associated both in the minds of Mus- encouragement from the dominant sec-
lims an~ non-Muslims as the language tions of the national leadership.
of MuslIms alone. It is worth remembering that in the

The present outstanding ,problems' early years of Independence both
that face the Muslims of India appear Jamaat-i Islami as well as the Ulama
to be two-fold. First, how they can the allies of the Congress-the so-call~
prese~ve their cultural he.~tage in in- ed nationalist Muslims-were trying
creasmgly adverse conditiOns; and, their best to bring the common Mus-
second, how, while desperately trying lims under their influence and to
to perserve their heritage, they can yet achieve this end they were particular-
shed ,part of it so as to be able to ly trying to combat the spread of pro-
modernise and improve their own gressive ideas among the educated
social and economic position. Muslim youth. Both these groups pre-

The ptesent stalemate in the posi- sented before the common Muslims a
tion of the Muslim community is not line of action which was .essentially
by any means fated or inevitable. the product of their overall revivalist
History shows _clearly that Muslims attitude. The Jamaat-i Islami advised
did not lack the capacity to adjust the Muslims to concentrate on charac-
themselves to new conditions. Most ter building after isolating ~hemselves
instructive in this respect is what im- completely from the social and cul-
mediately ha,ppenned after Partition. tural developments taking place in the
Indeed, it looked for about ten years country. ;rhe Nationalist Muslims
"after 1947 that Indian Muslims were while «choing Jamaat-i Islami's sloga~
on their way to. integrating themselves of withdrawal from political and cul-
in the political and cultural main- tural life, also tried to persuade the
stream of the country without being Muslims to seek shelter under the' pro-
called upon to lose their identity. tective wings of the ruling party.

The phenomenal popularity of the Moreover, seCtions of the Congress
trend of patriotic ,progressivism in leadership' also looked with disfavour
Urdu literature in the post-ipdepen- at the popularity of Iprogressive ideals
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the forces .of Hindu clmuvinism.
Taking advantage of this situation the
semi-fascist elements try to paint an
Indian Muslim before the general pub-
lic as a practically sub-human being,
a pervert and a brute carrying in him
a natural urge to kill, rape and: burn.
This helps in creating an attitude of
indifference towards the sufferings of
innocent men and women of the Mus-
lim community and thus enabling our
neo-fascists to organise communal
riots with impunity.

One important factor that brought
the Indian Muslims to their present
retrogressive position was the psycho-
logical impact of the downgrading of
the Muslim community in the caste
structure. The Muslims were some~
how left far behind even by some of
the lower castes in the countryside
who had succeeded in improving their
social standing as a result of land re-
forms and partial success of the First
Five Year Plan. In many areas the "
Muslims also improved their position;
but on the whole, their place in caste
structure has gone down considerably.
This was felt more acutely _in the
almost total eclipse of the Muslim
upper class because of migration and
partly because of the abolition aof
zamindari in U.P. and Bihar. An
additional factor is the gradual divorce
of the Muslims from their traditional-
ly dominant position in certain small-
scale industries in northern and cen- •••.. I

tral Indian towns chiefly owing to
communal riots, and to a lesser deg-
ree because of excessive competition.
Moreover, the constant flow of a con-
siderable number of educated young
men to Pakistan in search of suitable
jobs tends to perpetuate their present
backward state. Owing to this r ck-
sliding in their cultural and social
standing, the Indian Muslims naturally'
developed a kind of inferiority com-
plex which reacted on their general
behaviour in various walks of life.
This situation particularly facilitated
the spread of the influence of Tablighi
Jamaat which tries to explain the
plight 0" the Muslims in terms of
their negligence of their religious
duties. In this connection the expla-
nation put forward by Tablighi Jamaat
and other revivalist sections of the
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Visible Shift _
But from 1956 there began a visible

shift in the position of the Indian
Muslims. The communal riots which
occurred at many places in the wake
of the agitation against the book,
Religious Leaders, published by the
Bharati Vidya Bhavan, once again
made the Muslims uneasy and anxious
about their safety. It is worth remem-
bering that during the period 1951-56,
communal violence had virtually dis-
appeared from the country. There did
not occur any significant commun~l
incident in any part of the country
after the March 1950 riots in Aligarh.
The fresh wave of riots proved all the
more disturbing fot Muslims; and in
the new, growing sense of insecurity
they started withdrawing from political
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among the educated Muslims and they activities. During the late fifties many
gave direct and indirect encourage~ of the Muslim political workers who
ment to the revivalist elements in their had joined the left parties after parti-
efforts to combat such trends. In this tion became inactive. A few of them
cor:nection the role of the Youth turned revivalists.
Congress in the Aligarh Muslim Uni~ Subsequently, a large section of the
versity during the fifties provides inter- Indian Muslims gradually passed under
esting grounds for study. This organi- the influence of a petty-bourgeois
zation, formed in 1952 with the bless- leadership having ideological roots in
ings of Mr Jawaharlal Nehru, became a pan-Islamic and revivalist political
one of the most effective forums from theory. Side by side, there also grew
which the reactionary and communal the influence and scope of the Tabligh
elements waged a relentless struggle movement which is making sustained
against all manifestations of liberal and efforts at the grass-roots level to
,progressive attitudes in the name of strengthen the emotional commitment
fighting communism. At Aligarh the of th~ ordinary Muslim to traditional
Youth Congress actively compaigned· Islam. This situation tends to inte-
against the participation of Muslim grate further the various Muslim castes
girls in cultural activities. As late as and regional communities and so, t6
1960, the Youth Congress issued strengthen the bonds among Indian
a leaflet opposing the organization Muslims as a single community. It has
o[ music and dance programmes by also made them hostile to various
the University Cultural Committee attempts at modernising social and
on the plea that such activities political institutions. Even such pro-
were being deliberately planned by posals of reform in Muslim Personal
leftist teachers with the aim of dam- Law as have long been implemented in
pening the lfighting spirit of the Indian most of !he Muslim countries, are
youth in -their struggle against external looked upon by a majority of the
enemies. Indian Muslims as an encroachment

If despite these reactionary and on their religious freedom.
revivalist pulls, the Indian Muslims These obscurantist attitudes ulti-
adopted a responsive attitude tc1Wards mately react upon the position of the
the social and economic changes taking Indian Muslims themselves. They are
place in the country till the mid-fifties, increasingly becoming alienated from
that could not have been due simply to the social and political realities of the
opportunism and considerations of country and betray a tendency to re-
safety. / tire into their own shell. As a com-

munity they are becoming more reli-
gious but less enterprising. They are
now one of the poorest and educa-
tionally backward communities. Des-
,pite their large numbers they have also
become relatively ineffective in poli-
tical matters. The Muslim represen-
hltion not only in the services but even
in the voluntary membership of the
political parties and cultural and social
organisations is negligible. This sug-'
gests that their own s~paratism and

,lack of initiative may be as much res-
ponsible for their exclusion from posi-
tions of importance as the discrimi-
natory and biased attitude of a sec-
tion of the majority community. Their
isolation from the general democratic
movement combined with their grow-
ing economic and social backwardness
have made them an easy target for
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Segregation
A concrete example -of ..how the

growth of the militant forces of Hindu
chauvinism has directly contributed to
the strengthening of separatism among
the-Muslims is the flight of the well-to-
do families from mixed middle-class
areas to predominantly Muslim loca-
lities in most north Indian towns. Now
very few Muslims, usually those in
government service, live in the so-
called civil lines or more developed

popular Urdu magazine, Shama, which that separatism and revivalism among
specialises in reporting on films and Muslims have grown in direct pro-
'film stars. The writer of one letter portion to the growth of the forces of
( 19~5) complains that "in almost all fascism in the country is demonstrat-
the Muslim social J'ictnres the hero is ed by the following comparison. An
depicted as either a poet or singer. influential weekly of the capital, well
For example, in films like Barsat ki known for its fascist and communal
Rat, Shama, Naqli Nawab, Dil Hi ~To slant, recently published a chart de-
Hai, Mere Mahboob, Qawwali ki picting the fluctuations in its circula-
Rat, Ghazal, etc., the position is the tion. The circulation declining since
same. In the forthcoming film Palki 1948 (Le. following Gandhiji's assassi-
also the hero is described as a poet. nation) was at a very low figure tiU
Don't Muslims produce persons other 1956. It showed an upward trend in
than poets and singers? Are they 1957 and has continued to grow since
(the Muslims) not lfit to be considered then. It was precisely during 1957
useful members of society in any part that the cooperation between Jamaat-
of India? In another letter in the i-Islami, Jamiat ul-Ulama and other
same issue the correspondent com- sections of the Muslim leadership start-
plains: "Nowadays sacred words and/ed in the form of a movement for
phrases like allah, maula, mashallah ,dinitaleem which in course of time
are used in film songs in a most im- resulted in the formation of MajIisi-i
pertinent fashion. Sometimes one feels Mushawarat (1964). This point is
like disfiguring the faces of the com- also borne out by the history of the
posers and the singers. In Rajinder student movement in the Aligarh Mus-
Krishan's recent 'film, Yeh Zindigi lim University. The last time when
Kitni Haseen Hai, there is a song the Student Federation was able to
entitled "jawan hu tum mashallah", in rally a considerable section of Muslim
which a verse reads: 'agar tum apni- students in the University was on the
nazuk kamar ko haule se lachka do, occasion of union elections in 1957.
10 mangoge khuda dega'. Even Subsequently the leftist influence
atheists would consider such obscenity among the Muslim students became
improper and in bad taste. May' progressively weaker and ultimately a
God pardon these composers of film situation arrived when among the Mus-

- songs and also grant them wisdom, as lim students there remained only .!.W0
probably they themselves 00 not rea- influential grou;ps; i.e. the Jamaat-i
lise what they are doing." These letters Islami and the Tablighi Jamaat. After
need no comment. One can see how 1957 the opposition to the participa-
touchy the writers are on certain issues tion of girls in dances and dramas
and with what bitterness and anguish turned so virulent that it became diffi-
they react ~against anything which' cult to continue any kind of cultural
may be interpreted as casting the activity inside the campus. In 1959
slightest reflection on the social and the Executive Council of the Univer-
cultural traditions associated with sity was persuaded to formally pro-
Muslims. hibit girl undergraduates from coming

But the most significant factor pro- on the stage.
mating separatism among the Muslims
after 1956 remains the rise of Hindu
chauvinism in general and that of semi-,
fascist trends in particular. The feel-
ing of insecurity caused by the open
declarations, followed up by concrete
actions, by the semi-fascist elements
that they would not allow the Indian
Muslims to preserve their cultural
identity, induc~d even those not subs-
cribing to revivalist views to think in
terms of exclusive and separatist so-
lutions of their problems. The fact

Muslim leadership for the Arab defeat
_of 1967 is worth mentioning. Accord-

ing to them, the Arabs were in fact
punished by God for neglecting their
religion. The moral thus conveyed is
that the Indian Muslims could hope to
overcome the present difficulties only
Jf they became particular about their
religious duties, specially prayers and
acts of piety prescribed in the Quran
and Sunnah.

The cultural backwardness of an
average Muslim, combined with his
la~k of initiative and enterprise which
to a large extent is the direct result of

. his inferiority complex, distorts his
image in the public view. The chau-
vinist and communal elements of the
majority community not only exploit
this situation for their nefarious pur-
poses, they also make deliberate efforts
to further distort the image in the
eyes of the people in general. The
degree of success already achieved by
them is evident from the way in which
many people have imperceptibly come

- to treat a Moslim with unconcelled
contempt. This is at least the feeling
of a large number of very sensible
Muslims and they give vent to it in
private, narrating personal experiences.
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Hindi Films
A close scrutiny of Hindi lfilms ,pro-

duced during the last ten years reveals
that there is a strong and general

'" tendency to caricature the Indian
Muslim as either a comic figure or a
criminal. Even in the so-called Mus-

-lim social pictures the image projected
is a highly distorted one. In most
such pictures the heroine. is the
daughter of a prostitute and the hero
either a poet-and-qawall or a dege-
nerate nawab. This is a recent phe-
nomenon. In films :produced before
or just after partition the characters
used to have a more humane and
idealistic air around them. To my
mind this development signifies a basic
change in the public image of an
Indian Muslim. Some of the Muslims
go to the extent of thinking that this
particular trend in Hindi films is the
result of a deliberate effort to run

':-, down and demoralise them.
It would not be out of place if two

letters are reproduced here from a



One cffective way of combating the
social and cultural backwardness of
the Muslims could be the spread of-
scienti'fic and liberal education among
them. But, unfortunately, higher edu-
cation in our country is increasingly
becoming a part of the spoils system
which particularly militates against the~-
interests of the backward and weak-
er communities. Although no 'census
figures are available about the number
of educated persons among the Mus-
lims, it is almost certain that, partly
owing to open and hiaden discrimina-
tions in admissions and partly because
of. their own backwardness, Muslims~
are not able to take advantage of the
available facilities for education. The
existence of discrimination against
Muslims in admission to educational
institutions is proved by the simple
fact that most of the institutions of
higher learning in the country are con-
trolled by difffferent castes and in each
of these institutions it is an open po-
licy to favour persons from the dom'i- ~
nant castes at the cost of other groups.
Naturally this would result in wide
discrimination against poorer commu-
nities like the Muslims and scheduled
castes. Sometimes, conditions are so
created as to make it difficult fa ••
Muslim students to study at these in-
stitutions. It was noted by an official
committee, for example, that hostel
regulations in the Banaras Hindu Uni-
versity make it difficult for a non-
vegetarian Muslim student to be a re- __
sident. In this situation Muslims tend
to think that their sectional interests
in the field of education would be
served only by institutions fully con--
trolled by them. It is this under-
standing that works behind the sensi-
tiveness of Muslim public opinion to
any attempt at changing the composi-
tion of the student body at the Aligarh
Muslim Universi,ty. They feel that the
ruling circles under the cover of certain
constitutional niceties are out to de-
prive them of the control of this insti-
tution as well. The demand that the
Aligarh Muslim University should be
placed under the sale control of the
representatives of the Muslim commu-
nity is in fact the result of the grow-
ing frustration of the' Muslims over
their failure in the sphere of higher
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mi.ddlc-class areas. Even those who but because they fear that this step is
can afford to live in better places some- a part of a bigger plan to dilute and
times :prefer to take a house in slums destroy their cultural identity. They
having a large Muslim population. get this feeling because reform in
This tendency has specially grown Muslim Personal Law is demanded
since the killings of the Muslims in most loudly precisely by those people
the middle-class locality of Hatia near who till the other day were opposing
Ranchi. This has naturally resulted the passing of the Hindu Code Bill
in further restricting the sc;:ope of tooth and nail. It will be a grave mis-
meaningfuL cultural contacts between take on the part of the modernist
Muslims and Hindus, which, in turn, section of the educated Muslims to
increases subjectivism among the form- blindly .support such a demand' \Yith-
er. out first removing the suspicions and

To a certain extent the responsibility fears lurking in the minds of the com-
for strengthening separatism and re- munity over this issue. Muslim Per-
vivali&malso lies at the door of those sonal Law, as it stands, is irrational
enlightened and ,progressive Muslims and obsolete. But an immediate re-
who in their overzealousness to pro- form of this law is less important than
mote modernisation actually rendered winning the hearts of the Muslim
a disservice to that cause. This is masses and emancipating th~m from
particularly true of the progressives of the jnfluence of their present revivalist
the Aligarh Muslim University who leadership. I am sure that if the cur-
for some time had started believing rent efforts to force reforms down the{
that by promoting cultural activities in throats of the Muslims are abandoned
that institution they would be' able to and steps are taken to remove their
engineer a basic change in the outlook fears, very soon, there would rise a
of the Indian Muslims. But the out- powerful movement among the Mus-
come of thOse brave efforts was just lims themselves demanding not only
the reverse of what was desired. This reforms but even the rejection of all
example incidentally also highlights laws based on religious sanctions.
the absence of any kind of rapport The objective conditions for such a
between'the common Muslims and the radicalisation of the Indian Muslims
Westernised as well as politically radi- fully exist. In this respect the frank
cal elements amongst them, An ave- discussions that took place at the
rage Muslim looks at the n!odernists Seminar on Muslim. Personal Law,
with the great,est suspicion. At best organised at Aligarh by the Islamic
he considers them irreligious idealists Research Circle on 14-15 September
and at worst mercenaries in the pay 1968, were revealing. At the Seminar
of the ruling circles who earn their some of the well-known legal positions
bread by betraying the interests of the derived from Quranic injunctions were
community to which they belong. openly questioned by the speakers,

Recently there has come up an im- who, by no stretch of imagination,
portant issue on which the total lack can be described as progressives or
of understanding between the common even modernIsts. One pertinent ques-
Muslims and the so-called modernists tion that cropped up again and again
and radicals has been fuIly revealed. in the course of the discussion was:
That is the problem of reform in Mus- how f.ar are Muslim women really
lim Personal Law. It is beyond the agreeable to submit to the Quranic
comprehension of a!J, average non- (injunction allowing a person to have
Muslim as well as that of a Western- more than one wife? Hence, it would
ised Muslim a to what is the basis appear that the primary duty of those
for such stiff opposition from the Mus- who want the Muslim community to
lims to the innocent set of reforms progress- and become modernised is to
proposed by the gover'nment in Mus- help in combating the' revivalist in-
lim Personal Law. 'Here i,t may be fluence over them rather than streng-
pointed out that Mu lim public opi- then' it by jeiningthe chauvioist
nion is worked up not so much over clamour for immediate abolition of
the contents of the proposed reforms Muslim Personal Law.
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tion has been steadily contracting.
Fewer and fewer new non-Muslim
writers appear in Urdu. It seems as if Most rigid I
even those non-Muslims, for whom
Urdu was previously part of their cul- Most economical I I
tural heritage, are deliberately reject-
ing it. On the other hand, Urdu Most versatile III
evokes an emotional response among
the Muslims as they consider the legacy
of Urdu literature as one of the chief
features of their cultural personality.
No democratic solution of the minority STRUCTO
and regional cultures can be consider-
ed fair unless it :provides full oppor- Slotted angles

...tunities for the growth of Urdu, which
in terms of the number of people THE RIGHT SOLUTION
speaking it, is the second major lan-' .
guage after Hindi. The tradition of TO ALL YOUR STRUC-'
Urdu literature is basically secular in '-rURAL
character and therefore it has always '
been helpful in undermining the or-
thodox and rigid attitudes among the STORAGE AND MATERIAL
Muslims. This is one reason why the
more extremist and dogmatic sections HANDLING PROBLEMS!
among the revivalist elements do not
bother too much about the claims of
Urdu language. In their view this is
a problem of the Muslims as a com-
munity (qaum) while they are more Manufactured by
concerned about Islam as a way of life
and Muslims as its torch bearers, ir- VINAR LIMITED
respe«tive of the language which tlrey
speak .. The suppression of Urdu may
well result in a greater emphasis on
religious teaching in Arabic which
may breed greater orthodoxy and rigi-
dity of outlook among the Muslims.

I have not raised some of the basic
questions, such as whether Muslims
should have a separate culture at all.
I do not necesarily share the almost
mystic b~lief that various cultural
streams contribute to the glory of In-
dian civilisation. It may be better,
from a dispassionate point of view
that all sections of the people of India
should have a uniform and modern
culture. My fear is, however, that we JARDINE HENDERSON LTD
may have uniformity without moderni-
sation ; and the consequences of that AGENCY DEPT
would be appalling. The fight for the
preservation of Muslim culture may. 4 CLIVE ROW,
then be seen as part of the larger
struggle against reaction and chauvi- CALCUTTA-I.
nism in India. As such, it is a fight
not to be waged by Muslims alone,

.but by all the progressive and demo- 'J?hone: 22-.4351
cratic people in the country.
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education. It is important to find
out a practical solution of this pro-

. blem. In the absence of such a solu-
tion there can hardly be any possibi-
lity of modernising the Indian Mus-
lims and of their emancipation from
backward influences. Governments at
the centre and the States should con-
sider it their responsibility to provide
special facilities for the imparting of
scientific education to Muslims. Such
a policy would be the most effective
way of combating the separatist de-
mand for a university or colleges fully
controlled by the representatives of

~ the Muslim community. For a long
transitional period it is possible to
conceive of an institution like the Ali-
garh Muslim University to be an ins-
trument of modernisation and the
spread of scientific attitude among
Muslims. But at the moment the
prospects are not bright.

A crucial matter, which to many
Muslims in Northern India appears

-< vitally linked with their very cultural
existence, is the struggle for the pre-
servation of Urdu. The way Urdu is
being made to die a lin~ering death
in the very region which is its birth
place and where lakhs of people still
consider it their mother tongue, is a
unique example of the silent suppres-
sion of a language. The recognition
of Urdu as the second regional lan-
guage in areas where Hindi is . the
other spoken language is an issue' on
which the latent chauvinism of even
comparatively democratic minded and
leftist sections of the political leader-
ship' has been rev{;:aledin all its naked-
ness. The way successive Congress
ministries in U.P. and Bihar, despite
occasional outbursts by Mr Jawahar-
lal Nehru, failed to give Urdu its right-
ful place as the second language of
these States and the manner in which
the CPI clung to office in SVD
governments tolerating the open flout-
ing of the provisions regarding Urdu
in the minimum programmes, con-
vinced the Muslims that it is one issue
on which they cannot hope to get a
fair deal even from the democratic left
of the Hindi-speaking areas. There is
no denying the fact that the cause of
Urdu is dear to a considerap1e section
of ·non-Muslims as well, but this sec•.



"it is Pakistan plus the United State
so far as the Indo-Pakistan issue is
concerned". The Pakistani peopl
would not stand for the suicidal ad
venturism of their leaders, if the US
were out of the picture. It is Paki
tan's military alliance with the US
more than anything else which irks
Menon. He maintains that there will
be no peace on this continent unless
the United States, which in this con-
text represents interventionism, retires ~
from the Far East. What is needed
is the withdrawal of a Mind, of the
assum:ption that the Americans are
born to police the world and abandon- -"
ment of the hypocritical idea that the
security of the United States requires
a fleet in the Indian 'Ocean.

Policy On China
Although quite candid on other

matters, Menon is reticent about the
Indian policy towards China in Sep-
tember-November 1962. He merely
repeats to Brecher what he told Nehru
in his resignation letter on November
9 that year: I should not say anything
that would. help the Chinese, anything
that might reflect on my colleagues in
the G'overnment, anything that might •••.
affect the morale of the army, or any-
thing that might affect the position of
the Government as a whole. But he
gives ~n inkling of what was happen-
ing in the Government before 1962.
According to him, the 1960 visit of
Chou En-lai '~as "spoiled" by the fact
that t{)Omany people were involved in
it. "On our side, .inside the Congress
and in the country, public opinion had
become aroused sotbat it was no lon-
get possible to talk in terms of nego-
tiations. And the Home Minister
(Pandit Pant), who had by that time
acquired a powerful influence over Ithe
Pnme Minister; 'was not in favour of
negotiation". .

Menon throws" some light also .on
the controversy over whe~her Nehru
had. actually s::iia at Pa~am airport on
October T2,·,1962· that he '~a~ given
'orders to the Army to throw the ChI-
rtese oUt., ,If the statem'ent' had been
really made; 'Menon : \v~uidp.ot ques-
ti~n- the .\yisd:<>!TI·of 'it; 'he is 'top ·loyal
·tQ~dot~at.' ,BlWlfe says that neither he
'n:~r anYbody else had ,briefed ·Nehru.

Book Re"iew

INDIA AND WORLD POLITICS:
Krishna Menon's View of the World.
By Michael Brecher,
Oxfprd University Press. Rs. 45.

would have ad.ded to the ammunition
of the anti-Menon lobby, for Brecher's
deductions from the interviews pre-
sent Menon as a ·person who regards
"American imperiaiism as unquestion-
ably the pre-eminent . evil force" but
whose criticism of the Soviets is "rare

TfRISHNA Menon became the and invariably mild". Those who in
1.'- USA's bete noire because there their hatred for Menon went to the

was none in his time better versed in length of echoing the American"con-
manipulating the differences iI,1 the demnation of the police action in Goa
Western camp to thwart its plans. would have lappw up Brecher's in-
This happened in Korea, Indo-China, dictment that Menon's inability to
and the Suez; out of each the West apply the doctrine of equidistance
emerged somewhat becl£abbled, a little from the blocs was costly for India's
dwarfed. In the height of the cold foreign policy Or that Menon's image
war such discomfitures of the West of China (shared by Nehru) was wide-
were i{)ositivegains for the communist ly at variance with Peking's real pos-
world, and this gave an opportunity to ture towards India, and the gap con-
the USA and its lobbyists in this coun- tinued until it was too late. The
try to label him as a communist wolf second part of the book in which Bre-
in Congress sheep's clothing. With. cher analyses the, interviews .to con-
the thaw in the cold war the scope for struct Menon's view of the world
his special talent became restricted, abounds in such pieces; there is hardly
and it is doubtful if in the period of a single aspect of the view which Bre-
Russo-American detente that followed cher finds rational or commendable.
he would have been able to retain his This is not to suggest that whatever
eminence in international affairs even Menon says can be accepted unques-
if he were 'not hounded out of Indian tioningly. In spite of his liberal socia-
politics in the mean time. His ene- list inclinations, his attitude towards
mies did· not have the patience for Pakistan approximates that of the
this natural process; they wanted him Jana Sangh Or the RSS, the ~ole diff-
to come down like a stick because he erence perhaps being that he does not
had gone up like a rocket. The task bemoan partition and does not "even
of those' who had been gunning at want union with Pakistan". He believ-
Menon for a long time became easy es that the Pakistani leaders loOked
after Jawaharlal Nehru had started upon Pakistan as· a first instalment,
capitulating on all fronts. There are an~ they ilevetseem to have accepted
occasional reports that he may seek tIfe partition' as lfinal, as India did.
election to the Lok Sabha from one .Their main approach to the problem
constituency or another. If he does was that India was a Muslim country
and gets elected~the latter a much historically: the British had taken it
bigger if-, he will at best be a sha- away froin them; now the British had
dow of his former self. An adept in gone away, and it' should be handed
the art of survival as she is, the Prime over to them. Elsewhere he says that
Minister can have no use for a con- Pakistan is. India's main enemy and it
troversial !person like him. Menon is will do anything and everythjng against
now out of everything and practically a Indi~; Curiously, Menon has never
nobody; only a miracle can rehabili- been· criticised fot his ~losed mind on
tate him politically..' the Pakistan question.. T0- believe in

Michael Brecher's book is, there- what' he says is to . cons.ign indo-
fore, of little contemporary :interest. Paki~tan, relations' to perpetual enmity
But Menon was not so completely out with disastrous. eruptions" occasionally
of politics in 1964-65.w~enB~echer asih'19?5i .•'.. .. ....
had a series of tape-recorded inter- ::Menon "has,>ho:w~ver,: . his ..reasons
views with the former Defence Minis- fOr' what' would' appe<l;r = fo b~ a:~
ter, which form the main' parf of the 6bsessiolf to 'many: '. He, ,says' tbat
bOQ!<;,~,)~rY~".llp,J~at:li.~>,. ~he pq.ok there is nb~Paldstan 'simpliCiter. foaay:
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lenged on the spot.. "Do you think
the Americans would want to become
involved in a direct clash with China
or any great power which may escalate
into a world war? Have you found
any desire in the American people to
get involved in a major war or to start
a world war? Their leaders play at
brinkmanship which, of course, is a
dangerous game and may lead to catas-
trophe. This is another matter. But
so far as I know there is not an iota
pf truth in the story."

The book contains many interesting
sidelights on men and matters. For
instance, who could have thought of
John Kenneth Galbraith, one of Presi-
dent Kennedy's New Frontier men, as
exercising' pressure on Nehru to put
off the liberation of Goa? He got the
date of police action through "illegiti-
mate and unknown channels" and suc-
ceeded in pressurising Nehru into
postponing it. Another date was fixed;
Galbraith came to know of it and tried
to persl!,ade Nehru to do nothing for
six months. Meantime, the USA
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1960, groups who were antagonistic
to the Prime Minister, to the Govern-
ment's social policies and against non-
alignment .utilised the position. At
that time American influence in the
country was anti-India. These groups
eXJploitedthe Chinese invasion to in-
fluence opinion "against the Prime
Minister, against me, and against
others". In an unguarded moment he
says, "We should not have yielded to
that". These groups zealously culti-
vated the view that America came to
the rescue of India ; but "not a match-
stick was used against the Chinese that
oame from abroad or that we did not
have .ourselves". Whatever did come
came after the Chinese withdrawal.
Menon sharply reacts to the propa-
ganda that the Chinese withdrew be-
cause of the presence of a US aircraft
carrier in the Bay of Bengal or that
Nehru requested i~ writing the use of
American planes as air cover for
Indian cities. He says that in any
other country such a wild statement
would never be allowed to go unchal-
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He does not contradict the report that
at a meeting in the Prime Minister's

--house on the evening of October 11
the orders to throw out the Chinese
were rescinded or altered to a purely
defensive posture in the Thagla Ridge
area. But he "thinks" the version of-
the Palam interview "is inaccurate".
Later on: "I don't say that it is inac-
curate; please don't misunderstand
me. I merely say that it may be in-
accurate. I cannot tell you exactly
what happened, nor can I tell you why
the Prime Minister said this or that

>- and so on. Loyalty is more impor-
< tant than what you may consider to
be my duty to posterity". Of course,
there were other people to make such
statements. Lal Bahadur Shastri went
all round the country making similar
speeches. "Oh, there were lots of
such speeches". The main speeches
were made by Shastriji in the country,
and the Chinese must have taken
them seriously.

-< Menon has do doubt that after the
.failure of the Nehru-Chou talks in



S. G.,

big thing". She said she did not want
to have anything to do with it. At
one stage, Menon wanted an adjourn-
ment. The Americans did not want it,
"so Mrs Pandit did not want it either".
When Menon stood firm Mrs Pandit
"went round to the British and asked
them to vote against us". Completely
at a loss about what the British should
do, Selwyn Lloyd asked Menon to tell
him what he should do. Menon told
him to do what he liked. The British
voted against the adjournment, but it
was carrjed by three vote~.
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area of 37 acres, the enormous stage
and the tier upon tier of ascending ~.
rows of seats are a majestic sight.

Looking for someone to explain
things I was lucky to meet an official
of the Works and Housing Ministry
who had come on a round of inspec-
tion. He viewed my awe-struck an
goggly state and volunteered to show
me round'.

"The biggest Open air theatre in
Asia, one of the largest in the world,"
he began and proceeded to reduce me -
to an even more goggly state by the
flow of impressive information that
followed; The theatre has taken seven
years to build and has cost nearly
half a crore of rupees. It has a seat-
ing capacity of 8000 persons but at
a pinch 10,000 persons can view a .
performance together. The stage has
an opening of 115 ft. and a depth of
52ft. The orchestra pit measures
72 ft. x 11 ft. "The main door shut-
ters are operated electrically," he re-
peated twice to underline both the
bigness and the modernity. Stage ligh
ing consists of two rows of spotlights
and lfiverows of flood lights of various
wattages. The battens can be raised or
lowered by controls mounted on th
side walls of the stage and the contr~l
cabin with the dimmer set is on the
balcony outside the stage.

Rangshala
T. S. KAR

said with some asperity and dismissed
me.

I am not sure whether the scooter-
walla, to bilk a newcomer, took me
along circuitous routes but the place
did seem miles away from anywhere.
I dettcted a few small official looking
buildings, the only ones in the vici-
nity. Otherwise all around were trees,
stones and the hilly aspect of the
Ridge. The nearest locality of any
size, I learnt, later, was the new
Rajendranagar a couple of miles
away. The other inhabited areas
nearest to it, the two Patel Nagars and
Karol Bagh, are 3 to 4 miles away.
As for the other numerous nagars in
old and new Delhi, a trip to the Rang-
shalacould only be in the nature of a .
pre-planned picnic, food packets and
all. The point about the food packets
is not to be taken lightly. The res-
taurant which has been built on the
site is a good 300 yards away and un-
less the duration of the intervals were
also the biggest in Asia it is doubtful
if a spectator would risk it. Safer to
carry food packets.

The Rangshala (do not pronounce
it as Rangashala or you would be
taken as a provincial Bengali without
the benefit of true U culture) itself is
truly impressive. Exploiting a natural
bowl-like depression and built on an

,

Rabindra
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would see what it could do about the "surrender", though he had done
matter. Nehru almost succumbed but nothing, neither participating nor plan-
the troops had moved by then. Menon' ning. "I was disturbed", Menon says,
says that Galbraith regarded himself "because there should have been no
as a kind of super-ambassador, like an question of surrender in this, it was an
old-time British resident of a Princely internal matter, an internal . action.
State; to him the whole of this coun- That was the line we took. He play-
try was just a little worm under his ed the role he did to show off. He
feet. "At no time have I come to a should not have done that". The rival-
worse 'conclusiQ!l about anybody I ry between Menol1"and Mrs Vijay-
have had to deal with. There are only lakhsrhi Pandit was well known in the
two such people; he is one of them- fifties, but not so kqown was to what
largely because he was so ignorant". length it could go. As leader of the
Then there. is General Chaudhuri, who Indian delegation to the UN, Mrs Pan-
was GOC-m-C, Western Command, at dit had asked Menon to \ take Korea
that time. He went to Goa to take the "without knowing that it would be a
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ITwas the fi,st time that I was in
Delhi and that too for a few days.

Most of the time was taken up by
attempts to see the "right" persons
who, I was told, would be able to 'fix
the iParticular thing I was interested
in. The "right" persons were extre-
mely difficult to locate among the
endless rooms along the endless corri-
dors of the endless number of enor-
mous buildings. I was thus left with
precious little time to do the sights.
Not having the time to go to the
tourist office I asked, notebook in
hand, one of the occupants of those
endless rooms who, the peon assured
me, was an Old Delhi Hand'. Helpful
always, except in'such small matters
as taking decisions or pushing the file
in hand along its devious and charted
course, he gave me the locations and
the lowdown on the familiar names,
Red Fort, Jama Masjid,. Kutab Minar,
Raj Ghat, Humayun's tomb. ",Most
of them are tombs you know. Delhi
after all is Indian history,'':' he said
with a flourish and went on with his
list: Nizamuddin, Lodi tombs, Jantar
Mantar, Rabindra Rangshala ....

"Is that also a tomb ?" I interrupt-
ed involuntarily. He did not seem -to
like it.' "What was that? What do
you mean, tomb. It is the biggest
theatre in India, in Asia' in fact," he
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By OUR DRAMA CRITIC

Taming, Of The Shrew

dance a twist with Waheeda Rahman
on the stage you may get a full house
provided it is neither cold, nor hot,
nor dusty, nOr raining. How many
such days are there in Delhi?" He
had worked! himself up by now and I
was desperately looking for a chance
to escape. But he was not to be de-
nied his final outburst. "It is a tomb
they have built at a cost of half a
crore. And why not? The Poet is
dead, isn't he ?"

It struck me that the involuntary
question I had asked the Old Delhi
Hand: was not so inapt after all.

fessionals strive for. And to cap all
the Kala Mandir stage.

One has to confess that the Ama-
teurs' previous full length Shakespeare,
Julius Caeser, was not an encouraging
venture, but that was many years ago.
The amount of work this group has put
in since then has developed its under-
standing and ability beyond all recog-

_nition. To prove a point Kamal Bha-
gat's Caeser was facetious and off the
point whereas his cameo as Vincentio
was handled with precision and ap-
lomb. The whole production was in-
telligent and had a sense of direction
right through.

According to the "producer's note"
in the programme, Katherina was be-
ing !presented as an "intelligent
modern girl" rebelling against some
of the hypocrisies and accepted
social conventions of her day. The
producer only partially succeeds be-
cause the play hardly lends itself to
this interpretation. Most of the avail-
able evidence points to her being jea-
lous of her younger sister: "She is
your treasure", Katherina tells her
father.

Petruchio succeeds in wooing her,
particularly when others have failed
simply because he panders to a
woman's vanity in so many words
and of course through so many
cussed deeds. Katherina herself

,pened. Nothing at all. It became
too cold in the open in any case. It
will be too cold' till March and will be
too hot from May. And then the
rains will come. You think: you will
fill up a BOOO-accommodation theatre
with a play Or a concert in DelhI?
With people paying for admission?
You are mad. If you get more than
200 you would be lucky. The only
way to 'fill it up _ would be either to
have AICC sessions there or to get
the Russian circus from Moscow."
After a pause he relented a bit and
added, "Well if you get Dili;p\Kumar

"And now to sound," he went on
methodically. The sound sys em has
been mounted in seven rows which
can be raised and lowered as requir-
ed, Microphones have been installed
at various distances in each row.
There is in addition a set of sound
system which has been installed on
the floor of the stage itself. The
sound system is connected to six high
frequency Sjpeakers on the top or the
stage and twelve low frequency speak-
ers at the bottom of the stage. There
is of course provision for playing
gramophone records and taped music.

He did not forget to mention the
number of make-up rooms, green
rooms, costume rooms, rehearsal
rooms and some other rooms I forget.
"The biggest in Asia," he repeated by
way of peroration as we completed
the-tour.

I was of course bowled over and
muttered words of admiration. To A FTER reading the report of t e
express my thankfulness and show Amateurs' Taming of the Shrew
my interest I asked about the use the in one of our leading contemporaries
theatre was being put to and about one must have felt ill in mind, for oh
performances being held. "That is what a fall from those days when
not my department's concern. You reading reviews in those columns was
ask the Committee," he replied and nearly as exciting as seeing the play.
walked away, a little iPeevishly it ap- The stage is important; Shakespeare
peared to me. But where was the is important and the players, amateurs
Committee? There was no one else though they be, are also important and
in sight and: the whole place was anyone who tries to tfilch from them
deserted and eerily quiet. their serious role leaves all of us poor

Later the same day I was introduc- indeed.
ed, quite by chance, to a person who It is not the business of these col-
seemed to be knowledgeable about umns to suggest what a critic should
things theatrical. I asked him about do, but if the "play's the thing" then
it. "Performances at the Rangshala? the measure of its success can only be
What performances?" he demanded established against the understanding
belligerently. If I had known before of the audience. And as a conscious
how intensely the young man felt about member of the audience a critic is ex-
the theatre and how torrential his flow peeted to develop a keener appre-
of indignant words could be I would ciation and higher standard of judg-
have refrained from trying to gather ment for the play. By mere praise'
the useless (for me) bit of inform a- or otherwise of individuals in the least
tion. But it was too late. the cause of the theatre is not served.

'''They opened the thing on Octo· The total effort against the total effect
ber 24 and brought over singers
from Calcutta and' Santiniketan. On has to be established.
the day of inauguration car owners- D~uglas 'Algar's 1'roduct~on of the
invitations were sent out to officials Tamzng of the Shrew was III a s~nse
mostly,-came in droves but for the shrewd. He set out to achieve his task
next two days when, mind you it was 'with a young and vigorous cast, a
announced that the shows w~uld be capable set designer and a gifted cos-
free, not more than a thousand came. tumier. Added to this was efficient
After that nothing of course has hap- stage management: things that 1'ro-
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meaning of things and piace them be-
fore his ellow-men so that they may
see, understand and get the benefits
of his perceptions. '

Just as each person had a particular
duty to perform so also the artist. He
takes from society that which he
wants and gives in return that which
he feels he must. If society provides
this freedom to the artist it would
have performed its duties. Justice
Mukherjee then made a pointed re-
ference to !periods when society denied
the artist this freedom and in doing
so ,brought about its own decay.

Exhibition
Another adjuncC to the theatrical

performances given at the Kala Mandir
was the Drama Exhibition, planned-
and arranged by Mr E. Alkazi, Direc-
tor, National School of Drama. The
basement of the Kala Mandir was uti-
lised for this purpose. One felt, how-
ever, that the display could have been
more effective.

Actually the main item's of interest
to the student of drama were the
scripts of plays. Amateur !producers
could have picked up a thing or two
from. these quite profitably. Apart
from the scripts were the stage models
preferred by the pupils of the National
School of Drama. These two were
very instructive in the sense that pre-
paring a stage model for a production
could help those involved in following
the action easily and accurately.

The other exhibits could be consi-
dered historical relics, particularly
manuscripts of old Marathi and Guja-
ati plays. Supporting photographs o~
productions and personalities added
interest. It did seem, however, that
this being the centenary of the Hindi
Theatre, a far more detailed treatment
should have been given to this section.
If memory serves then some very im- '
portant phases of this activity were
overlooked. Since the Hindi stage
was flourishing in the earlier part of
this century records should not have
been difficult to find.

FRONTIER

hand, was unnecessarily affected while
Radhika Das as Bianca was all of
sweetness and honey.

Just one last question. Would it
not have helped in establishing a dis-
tihction between Baptista's residence
and Petruchio's country- house by
making the front porch detachable?
After all its main function was to
provide Petruchio a high platform to
deliver just one speech. This is a
fine point-

But their fine points are raised
Only when fine thin,g's appraised.
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admits "that which spites me. more
than all these wants, He does it
under name of perfect love." Kathe-
rina would not yield otherwise. She
was flattered by Petruchio's atten-
tion and believed that he really
cared for her. Her last speech, "Fie,
fie , unknit that threatening unkind
brow" is proof positive.

It was unfortunate that Pamela
Perks was caught in between Shakes-
peare and her director. Thus she was
unable to establish either "bonny Kete
or Kate the curst" despite all her
talented rendering of the part.

Less affected by this interpretation Two Events
was Vimal Bhagat whose straight- During the---'recent centenary cele-
forward vilIainy stood out all the more brations of the Hindi Theatre two
blatantly and Petruchio actually came interesting events were arranged by
alive on the stage. He took a little the qrganisers: a symposium to dis-
time to change from Sly to Petruchio ,cuss society's responsibility Ao the
-despite the evocative sound effects arts and an exhibition related to the
-so that hi9' "plain Kate" speech history and activity of her theatre.
lacked some of its persuasiveness. Guided by the title of the subject

The beautifully designed stage sets there was a tendency among some of
provided for the action taking place the speakers to treat the problem as
at two levels. The direction however one of ac;countancy. Since the artist
failed to take full advantage of it i gives this much to society he must in
justi'fication of its own avowed inten- all fairness receive that much from it.
tions. By placing Katherina on a One speaker who set aside this as-
higher level than Petruchio at their pect of the problem veered off into a
first meeting the idea of her "superio- disse,rtation on the philosophy of art.
rity" could have been con;eyed. Then Yet another came up to the platform
as the battle of the puns proceeded but was in two minds about being an
she could slowly have descended, to his artist himself. One is led to presume
level. After all, this was the only "in- that this doubt prevented him from
telligence test" that took place between. tackling the main question.
them. And then there, was one ardent

It was commendable indeed that SO spirit, presumably an artist, who was
many in the cast "spoke" Shakespeare !prepared to do all the work if only
as it should be spoken. Some might the other conditions were fuHilled: in
have considered the speech slow by the words of the speaker, "provide
modern standards but by local stand- -the cart and we wilI pull it". Speaker
ards it was clear, intelligible and !plea- after speaker spoke but no one estab-
sant. Noel Godin's Baptista was stu- lishtid the responsibility -6f society
died and sensitive while Vijay Crishna towards the arts. _
as Tranio would have been quite in It was left to the chair to !place the
character as Lucentio if he had chosen subject in its proper perspectiye. In
to displace his master. his summing up Justice P. B. Mukher-

Victor Banerjee's Lucentio and jee gave a quick resume of the poipts
Matthew Huntley's Hortensio were made by some of the previous s!pea~ers
both believable YQung lovers pining arid started his own discourse by giv-
and plotting for Bianca's love. Ashley ing a definition of art. By placing the
Simmons' Beondello, though at times artist io.·society and making . him a
incoherent, was as mischievous as part of it, he established the true rela-
Roger Walkers' cockney Grumio (mis- tionship of the artist with society.
spelt in the programme) was foolish. The artist possessed the ability or sen-

Gremio, the third suitor for Bianca's sibility to squeeze out the essential

t
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against insolent pride

religion,

do not want my house to
be walled in on all sides and my

windows to be'stuffed. I want

the cultures of all lands to be

blown about my house as

free~y as possible .. But I
refuse to' be blown off my

feet, by any. Mine is

not a religion of the

prison-house; it has room

for the least of God's
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Electricity is indispensable to industrialisation. A better example of this can hardly be found than the
developments in India over the past decade and a half. . ' . " '. /' ''ll

Since \951, when our great cycle of five year plans was launched, electricity generated in Ind ia has
grown from 1.8 million KW in 1951 to about II million KW ·In 1965-a 600 per cent Increase. As the
pace of our industrialization quickens and its scale enICll'~~d, the figure is estlm'1lted to touch
40 million KW by 1975.
Since 1911, when India's first steel plant went into production marking our entry into the modern
industrial age. G.E.C. has been playing a key role in providing integrated electrification service to our
vital nation building projects. An instance of G.E.C.'s integrated electrification service is seen in the
Indian Copper Corporation's establishment at Ghatsila. G.E.C. service covered every aspect of
electrification ... from the study of the specific nJture of the job. the making of the blue prints. the
designing of the varied and complicated electrical equipment, to their installation and switcning on.
During the past few years, because of its vast know-how and experience of Indian conditions and its
world-wide resources, G.E.C. has been called upon to provi.de integrated electrification service to vital
and gigantic projects that are helping to change the face of India .. projects that include the Bhakra-
Nangal Dam in the Punjab and the Hirakud Dam in Orissa. the Steel Works at Durgapur and Defence
establishments such as the Shell and Forge Plant at Kanpur.
Integrated electrification service is one example of how G.E.C. is playing its- role in the development.
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